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second wave of development, with new 
faces. And that means many changes 
for all those involved – both within the 
LCSB and in its scientific, social and 
political environment.

Change can be scary. But it 
always comes with opportunities. 
Opportunities that are to be taken 
and shaped. The LCSB is well prepared 
to successfully master the future 
change, just as it has in the past. 
I know the people who work here. This 
is why I am certain.

I invite you to read about the changes 
of the LCSB and the creative power 
of its employees in our new Annual 
Report. I am sure you will be impressed.

SCIENCE IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
The LCSB stands before its second 
wave. Not one related to COVID-19, 
but a second wave in terms of its 
development as a research centre. In 
2021, the LCSB will undergo a change 
in leadership. As I am writing this 
editorial, I don’t know yet who will be 
taking the reins. What I know is that 
I will be saying goodbye to the LCSB 
and that it fits the theme of this 
Annual Report: “Science in a changing 
environment”.

The circumstances all around us are 
changing – for people, for institutions 
and for science as a whole. 2020 was 
an especially impressive example of 
that. From one day to the next, we 
had to drop everything, leave the 
LCSB buildings, set our home offices 
up and brace ourselves for entirely 
new challenges. All that because a 
virus suddenly appeared, which is still 
threatening the lives of millions.

Most changes are not disruptive, like 
the breakout of a pandemic, but rather 
evolutive. You have to look closely and 

remember things well to notice them. 
Yet, both kinds are equally impressive 
in the long term. In 2009, when the 
LCSB was founded, the research 
landscape in Luxembourg had some 
notable achievements but it was still 
pretty small. Today, the country has a 
large university with global visibility, 
strong public and private research 
and many connections with the 
international science community.

I remember how, in 2009, the LCSB 
consisted of its director, one employee 
and two computers. And now? 
I think everyone who has worked here 
throughout the years can be proud of 
what we have built together: a high-
performing centre with many highly 
competent employees and a strong 
research output that has earned its 
recognition.

Things have gone well for us in the 
past twelve years. But the same 
strategy will not necessarily work for 
the next decade. After all, the world 
keeps turning. So it is time for a 

Editorial

Rudi Balling

LCSB IN BRIEF
The LCSB is an interdisciplinary research centre at the University of 
Luxembourg. It is accelerating biomedical research by strengthening 
the link between systems biology and medical research. Collaboration 
between biologists, medical and computer scientists, physicists, 
engineers and mathematicians is offering new insights into complex 
systems like cells, organs and organisms. These findings are essential 
for understanding principal mechanisms of disease pathogenesis and 
for developing new tools in diagnostics and therapy.

Neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s disease and description 
of diseases as networks are at the focus of the LCSB’s research.  
The centre has established strategic partnerships with leading 
biomedical laboratories worldwide and with all major biological 
and medical research units in Luxembourg. The LCSB fosters 
collaboration with industrial partners and accelerates the translation 
of fundamental research results into clinical applications.
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The LCSB communication and fundraising team won one 
of the 2020 FNR Awards for Outstanding Promotion of 
Science to the Public. This FNR Award is given each year to 
projects that use a special and effective way to raise public 
awareness about research in Luxembourg.

The extraordinary exhibition “Mind the Brain” was the 
cornerstone of LCSB’s 10th anniversary celebration. 
For several weeks, ten giant brain sculptures drew 
the attention of passers-by in various public places in 
Luxembourg City. Each of the sculptures featured a design 

FNR AWARD: MIND THE BRAIN
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research at the centre. Viewers were able to follow a web 
link to learn more about that scientific field – for example 
about epilepsy at the brain in dazzling orange by Eric 
Mangen which represents the excessive brain activity that 
occurs during an epileptic episode. The exhibition appealed 
to a broad public and showcased the LCSB’s research and 
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the sculptures were sold to the benefit of the artists and 
research at the LCSB, which allowed the funding of project 
on biomarkers in the early stages of Parkinson’s disease.
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Professor Balling, how was the LCSB 
able to respond so fast to the COVID-19 
pandemic in the spring of 2020? It went 
into lockdown before lockdowns were 
made official.
Balling: Firstly, the LCSB is structurally 
well set up to respond quickly. We have 
short decision paths and so, in the 
spring of 2020, we were able to go into 
lockdown basically from one day to the 
next. When there is an exponentially 
growing pandemic, every day counts.

From my time at the Helmholtz Centre 
for Infection Research (HZI), I had an 
idea of what happens when a pandemic 
is imminent. In 2002, there was the first 
SARS pandemic. At that time, we wrote 
contingency plans and deliberated on 
how best to respond to the new threat. 
It didn’t turn out as bad as we feared, 
but we had gained our first experience.

LCSB researchers are involved in a huge 
number of initiatives related to combating 
the infection. How is that possible?
The pandemic has shown that, at 
the LCSB, we are truly a team that 
understands how to work in an 
interdisciplinary manner. We are used 
to looking at different scales, from 
molecules and cells to organisms 
and populations. We have computer 
scientists, molecular biologists, 
microbiologists, medical researchers 
and scientists in many other disciplines 
working closely together. And at 
the same time, we are generalists. 
We can apply our methods just as well 
to studying neurodegenerative diseases 
as to researching a virus and the 
pandemic it has caused.

Can you explain that?
Neurodegenerative diseases can 
have many causes. There is genetic 
predisposition, but bacteria or other 
environmental influences can also be 
involved. These external factors might 
throw the body out of balance, which – 
we currently believe – can lead to the 

breakout of a disease. We are analysing 
all this using system-theoretical 
approaches: we collect data, use them 
to make models and try to predict how 
the system, the body, behaves.

We have to take a similar approach to 
analyse a pandemic. We have to collect 
data about the virus, its infectiousness, 
the behaviour of the population and 
many other factors, then turn these 
data into models and make projections 
from those models to better understand 
how the pandemic will develop. 
Our system modellers have done 
outstanding work together with many 
other disciplines. It has yielded decision 
support tools for politics on how best to 
get the pandemic under control.

How have these projections made their 
way into politics?
The LCSB was a member of the 
Research Luxembourg COVID-19 Task 
Force from the beginning. Through this 
national initiative, we coordinated with 
many scientists from the University 
and other research institutions, and 
together we studied potential scenarios. 
Decisions about specific policies and 
recommendations were taken by 
politicians. Our responsibility was to 
apply scientific methods to model future 
trajectories and it was through the Task 
Force that a link to politics was made.

Did any concrete measures come 
out of it?
Yes. The concept for large-scale 
testing, in which large parts of the 
population were tested for the virus 
SARS-CoV-2, was developed together 
by the LCSB and Luxembourg Institute 
of Health. The same goes for scientific 
studies like CON-VINCE, which captured 
the prevalence rate of the disease, 
including the infections that do not 
lead to severe or acute symptoms.

It sounds as though the researchers 
weren’t getting around to their actual 

work – which is to research several 
human diseases.
It was hard at first. We were able to 
return to some activities in the summer, 
like the work with the Parkinson’s 
disease patients’ cohort (NCER-PD). 
Many scientific papers were written 
while working from home, filled with 
data we had collected before the 
pandemic. But, at least at the beginning 
of the pandemic, there was very little 
activity in the laboratories.

How did that affect the output of  
the LCSB?
Regarding our publications, it didn’t 
change much. As I said, we could work 
on papers based on existing data. 
And we will also publish the results 
coming from our studies on COVID-19. 
On the other hand, if we look at the 
individual people, it was a difficult year 
for doctoral candidates who wanted 
to conduct experiments. We now 
need creative solutions – for example 
contract extensions – so that we don’t 
lose these young people. And much 
more importantly, so that they don’t 
miss out on an important and defining 
phase of their career. We can’t let that 
happen.

What have you learnt from dealing with 
the pandemic in terms of research?
Science has proved flexible and rapidly 
delivered contributions towards 
combatting the pandemic. I believe 
its acceptance in society and politics 
has increased, even if not all scientific 
findings make their way into practice. 
It is normal and society has to go 
through its own experiences.

However, science cannot sustain feats 
like those that were accomplished in 
2020 forever. I think we have to get 
ourselves better prepared for future 
crises. So that we continue to make 
advancements in other urgent matters, 
such as the aging society and climate 
change. 

LCSB IN THE TIME OF COVID-19
Director’s interview

The pandemic has shown that, at 
the LCSB, we are truly a team that 
understands how to work in an 
interdisciplinary manner.
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“The environment, or its interaction with our genes, is implicated in the 
risk of chronic disease in about two-thirds of all cases,” says Emma 
Schymanski. “It is also estimated that 16 percent of all premature 
deaths are linked to pollution.” This is why she has specialised in tracking 
down unknown chemicals in our environment.

From the start, the researcher was well-suited for this field. In Perth, 
Australia, she studied not only chemistry but also environmental 
engineering. Via practical experience as an environmental engineer, 
a doctorate in chemistry and a two-year Marie Sklodowska-Curie 
European Fellowship in Switzerland, her path led her to the LCSB in 
2017. Endowed with an ATTRACT grant from the Luxembourg National 

Research Fund (FNR) to develop 
methods for identifying unknown 
chemicals and their effects on 
health and disease, she established 
her Environmental Cheminformatics 
research group here.

When Emma Schymanski explains her 
work, she likes to draw parallels to her 
namesake, the German TV detective 
Horst Schimanski: “Just like a detective 
searches for fingerprints of the 
perpetrator, we search for fingerprints 
of chemicals,” says the researcher.  
“But the tools we use are neither 
powder, brush nor magnifying 
glass; we use high-resolution mass 
spectrometers.” These devices 
recognise each substance by the 
mass of its atoms. If they are already 
recorded in one of the chemical 
databases, Emma Schymanski and 
her team can identify the types of 
molecules from the peaks in the 
measurement curve on her monitor. 
“In a given sample, we might have 
10,000 peaks for almost as many 
chemical compounds. Currently, we 
can only reliably identify about 1,000 
of them,” the scientist says, summing 

up one of the challenges of the young 
research field. “Our treasure trove 
of data is still small compared to 
the wealth that is chemistry.” This is 
because exposome research is still very 
young. “It was mainly high-resolution 
mass spectrometry that made our 
branch of research possible about 
15 years ago,” Schymanski relates. 
Now, the researchers are developing 
powerful computational tools to analyse 
the large amount of data generated, 
identify unknown substances and 
contribute to growing open repositories 
listing all known chemicals. It could 
revolutionise environmental monitoring.

At the beginning of 2020, Schymanski 
explained exactly what the exposome 
is all about, and why its research is so 
important, in two articles published 
in the prestigious journal Science. 
“Whether we contract certain diseases 
is not just a question of genes,” she 
says, adding: “A whole range of non-
genetic factors, such as artificially 
produced chemicals or components 
in our food, as well as stress and, of 
course, our own body’s reactions to 
such influences, all play an important 

Our genes are not the only things that decide what ailments we will be susceptible to in the course of 

our lives. The substances we are exposed to on a daily basis, the stress that sometimes gnaws at us, the 

substances our body releases in response: all of these environmental factors make up what we call the 

exposome, which plays an equally important role. Associate Prof. Emma Schymanski and the Environmental 

Cheminformatics group she heads at the LCSB are investigating exactly what role that is.

DETECTIVE WORK IN THE CHEMICAL ZOO
Exposome Research 

role.” In 2005, Christopher Wild, at the 
time the director of the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer, 
summed up the totality of all such 
influences on the body and their role 
in the development of diseases under 
the term “exposome”. And that is a 
broad field.

“In the last 17 years, the number of 
registered chemicals has increased from 
20 million to 156 million,” Schymanski 
says. “For many of these, there is little 
data on long-term effects.” Moreover, 
today we are rarely dealing with just a 
single substance. We are almost always 
dealing with chemical mixtures. And in 
those, even a normally harmless amount 
of a substance can turn the mixture into 
a health hazard. “While our knowledge 
of the human genome has increased 
almost exponentially in recent years, we 
are still at the very beginning when it 
comes to the exposome,” the scientist 
says and adds energetically: “I think 
research in this field should be pursued 
with the same amount of effort as for 
the decoding of the human genome.”

With high-resolution mass spectrometers, the team of Associate Prof. Emma Schymanski searches for fingerprints of chemicals.

f back to table of contents
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Whether or not we will develop Parkinson’s disease is partly written in 

our genes. Some forms of this neurodegenerative disease arise when 

defects appear in the DNA. Although several mutations have been 

linked to Parkinson’s over time, the paths leading from gene defects 

to the premature ageing of neurons are not well known.  

In an interdisciplinary effort led by Prof. Rejko Krüger’s team, 

researchers from the LCSB have now discovered one pathway for a 

very specific form of the disease. Small pieces of a patients’ skin and 

ultra-modern methods in stem cell research showed them the way.

FROM GENE DEFECT TO POTENTIAL 
TREATMENT

Decrypting Parkinson’s

“I have been researching this topic since 
the beginning of the 2000s,” says Rejko 
Krüger. The neurologist is a professor 
of neurosciences at the University of 
Luxembourg, the director of Transversal 
Translational Medicine at the LIH and 
heads the Translational Neuroscience 
group at the LCSB. “We used to work 
mainly with samples of DNA. We could 
detect gene defects in them, but we 
couldn’t see how those mutations 
affect protein synthesis – meaning 
whether a protein would be misfolded 
or not built at all.”

The impact on protein synthesis can 
solely be studied in the neurons from 
Parkinson’s patients and it only became 

possible a few years ago. Now, as a 
way to see into the patient’s brain, the 
researchers take a detour via the skin. 
Dr Ibrahim Boussaad, a scientist in 
Krüger’s team at the LCSB, explains: 
“In the scope of the Luxembourg 
Parkinson’s Study, people with the 
disease and a control group of healthy 
volunteers have donated skin cells. 
We reprogram these cells to become 
pluripotent stem cells.” The pluripotent 
stem cells can then be developed into 
all kinds of tissue cells. “We exploit 
this ability to have them grow into 
neurons in a petri dish.” It was only in 
2007 that scientists managed to make 
human body cells revert to stem cells. 
A stroke of luck for Rejko Krüger, who 
adds, “Experimental groups at the LCSB 
were among the first to employ this 
technology to study the cells affected 
in the brain of Parkinson’s patients.”

Armed with the capability of studying 
protein synthesis directly in patients’ 
cells, the team focused on one specific 
genetic form of Parkinson’s disease.  
In this case, a mutation in the PARK7 
gene prevents the organism from 
producing sufficient amounts of a 
protein called DJ-1. Without DJ-1, 
dopamine producing neurons in the 
brain no longer function properly and die 
prematurely. Krüger and his colleagues 
have now discovered what exactly goes 
wrong, as Ibrahim Boussaad explains: 
“In the genetic form of Parkinson’s 
disease we investigated, an essential 
tool for the construction of the protein 
fails to dock properly. That means the 
protein never gets built.”

The fact that the genetic defect 
affected protein synthesis in this way 
came as a surprise to the scientists. 
“We were only able to make this 
discovery because we could study the 
patient’s neurons in the laboratory up 
to the level of brains organoids,” Rejko 
Krüger says. These 3D cell cultures 
which mimic specific areas of the 
human brain are developed by the 
Developmental & Cellular Biology group 
at the LCSB and fitted in perfectly with 
the project. For seven years, together 
with international partners, the team 
worked to decrypt the exact process, 
from the faulty gene to the onset of 
disease. The LCSB bioinformaticians 
from the Biomedical Data Science 
group and the Bioinformatics Core then 
took it one step further. They used the 
insights from their colleagues to create 
algorithms that can automatically 
search for drug candidates – and they 
found a combination of two known 
substances that might one day be 
used as a treatment. Tests performed 
through the screening platform at the 
LCSB confirmed that, administered 
together, these two compounds allow 

the cells to effectively reactivate the 
production of DJ-1. The necessary 
clinical trials are the next step that 
Krüger’s team will be taking.

The scientist is convinced that the 
conditions in Luxembourg were crucial 
in driving this project forward. “For one 
thing, competencies in many research 
fields are closely integrated here. For 
another, we were able to pursue our 
project in the long term thanks to 
funding from the Luxembourg National 
Research Fund (FNR),” Rejko Krüger 
says. “It allowed us to concentrate on 
this research question and to get to the 
big picture.” Lastly, the volunteers who 
donate samples for research make it 
all possible. For example, the cells with 
the defective gene came from a single 
family. “This is what precision medicine 
can offer,” Krüger explains. “On the one 
hand, our insights will help patients 
carrying this specific mutation. On the 
other hand, as the mechanisms we have 
discovered could also be involved in 
other, not so rare, forms of Parkinson’s 
disease, our results could one day have 
an even broader impact.”

Microscopy pictures of brain organoids, healthy on the left, with DJ-1 mutation in the middle and  
mutant with treatment on the right. Dopamine-producing neurons appear in red.

Our insights will help Parkinson's 
patients carrying this specific mutation.

Prof. Rejko Krüger and Dr Ibrahim Boussaad.
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COVID-19

THE PANDEMIC STRENGTHENED 
SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATIONS
In 2020, there was only one topic: COVID-19. TV channels, newspapers and blogs were filled with the negativity 

surrounding the pandemic – from overfull intensive care units to the economic and cultural consequences of 

the lockdowns. It was easy to overlook that there were also some positive developments happening on the 

fringes of these dramatic events. One is that it reinforced existing scientific collaborations and encouraged 

researchers to work together intensively, in a way which was difficult to imagine only one year ago.

“Because of the global situation, 
researchers engaged massively in 
collaborations. Science has realised 
that it is a relevant player in the 
solution of important social challenges 
– as long as it takes a coordinated 
approach,” says Prof. Paul Wilmes, head 
of the LCSB Systems Ecology group. 
In 2020, Wilmes invested most of his 
time in the Research Luxembourg 
COVID-19 Task Force, an initiative 
of all public research institutions 
in Luxembourg coordinated by the 
Ministry of Higher Education and 
Research. The scientist coordinated 
and directed workgroups, drafted 
concepts, initiated research projects 
on the coronavirus, participated in 
government cabinet and ministerial 
meetings, and gave countless press 
interviews. When he thinks of the 
beginning of the epidemic, Wilmes 
recalls above all the great uncertainty: 
“The wave hit us very fast in February, 
early March. At first, the situation 
wasn’t clear and many things – like 
ensuring diagnostic tests – had to be 
worked out quickly.”

At this point, Paul Wilmes was 
engaged in Luxembourg’s nationwide 
coordination activities, as he knew 
the university and the research 
landscape of the country very well, 

not to mention the scientists who 
were able to contribute to the fight 
against COVID-19. To make sure the 
necessary infrastructure could be 
provided, Wilmes and other researchers 
first made an inventory of everything 
from chemicals and diagnostic kits to 
laboratory capacities.

But that was only the beginning: 
“In the spring, very little was known 
about the virus and the illness it 
causes,” Wilmes says. “How many 
people in the Grand Duchy are likely to 
become infected with the coronavirus? 
How do we recognise severe COVID-19 
cases from the early stages? What role 
do those people play who have only mild 
symptoms, or no symptoms at all?” 
None of that was known. But answers 
to these and similar questions were 
important if the country was to be able 
to take the right measures to prevent 
an uncontrolled escalation of the 
epidemic and later lift the lockdown.

Accordingly, workgroups were formed 
within the Research Luxembourg 

COVID-19 Task Force, including 
scientists from all research institutions 
in Luxembourg and jointly coordinated 
by the director of the Luxembourg 
Institute of Health, Prof. Ulf Nehrbass, 
and Paul Wilmes. The Luxembourg 
National Research Fund (FNR) also 
played an important role, as Wilmes 
emphasises: “In order to answer all 
these questions, we had to launch 
research projects. And that takes 
money.” In record time, the FNR sent 
out a call for proposals that culminated 
in dozens of short-term projects 
and several larger initiatives such 
as “PrediCOVID” and “CON-VINCE” 
designed to obtain relevant insights. 
Generous donors, such as foundations 
and private companies, contributed 
to fund this massive scientific effort 
as well.

In April, it became clear that the 
country needed a strategy to come 
out of its lockdown without letting the 
virus run loose. Wilmes and colleagues 
developed the mass screening concept 
for this purpose. Again, there were 

many questions to begin with: how 
many test stations will Luxembourg 
need? Where should they be set up? 
Who will be tested and how often? 
And which parts of society can or must 
come out of lockdown first? With their 
concept, the scientists suggested 
feasible solutions, thus helped the 
Grand Duchy prepare for the coming 
winter, and even drew international 
attention.

In September, the Luxembourg 
Ministry of Health took over the lead 
for the large-scale testing programme. 
Wilmes saw this as the cue for 
scientists to concentrate again more 
on fundamental research: “We have 
much to learn about the next phase 
of the pandemic, in which we have a 
vaccine. Because, while the vaccine 
does protect a large percentage of 
those inoculated, whether they remain 
carriers and can still spread the 
disease – and what the consequences 
of that could be – is just one of the 
many aspects that have to be urgently 
clarified.”

Prof. Paul Wilmes, spokesperson of the COVID-19 Task Force.
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On 29 February 2020, SARS-CoV-2 officially arrived in 
Luxembourg, when the country’s first infection with the 
new coronavirus was confirmed. The Luxembourg Ministry 
of Higher Education and Research responded by forming 
a COVID-19 Task Force to counter the risk of an imminent 
epidemic. Thus, practically overnight, Professors Alexander 
Skupin and Jorge Gonçalves, and many other researchers 
in the country, were up against a new challenge. To date, 
Skupin, head of the Integrative Cell Signalling group at the 
LCSB, still coordinates one of the work packages of this 
task force. The aim is to analyse the course of the epidemic 
and to use mathematical models to predict the spread of 
infection. 

“We are working closely with the Ministry of Health,” the 
physicist reports. “They send us current anonymised data, 

which we prepare for analysis and modelling.” There is 
one special thing about Luxembourg that benefits the 
researchers: “Because the country is so small, we have been 
able to simulate the social structure – connections between 
people in households, schools and workplaces, for example 
– in a detailed and anonymised model,” Skupin says. This 
provides a sound basis for simulating the spread of the virus 
with the help of a combination of mechanistic modelling and 
machine learning approaches.

Skupin and his team are regularly making short-term analyses 
of the current epidemic situation as well as predictions of its 
continued progression. “We summarise our findings in weekly 
reports, which we send to the political decision-makers,” 
says Skupin. These can help in deciding which measures to 
take against the epidemic. Within the task force, researchers 

from various background have also collaborated to study the 
effects that certain interventions will have on society and the 
economy, such as varying degrees of lockdown, restrictions of 
school attendance or large-scale testing of a big portion of 
the population – as done in Luxembourg. 

Through modelling, the researchers were able to uncover 
significant trends, for example to better understand the role 

MODELLING THE EPIDEMIC
Using detailed models, analyses and projections of the spread of the coronavirus, LCSB scientists have laid 

the basis for making good decisions in containing the pandemic.

schools play in the dynamic of the epidemic and to assess 
the efficacy of large-scale testing. These new insights could 
provide important benefits far beyond the end of the COVID-19 
pandemic, Alexander Skupin is convinced. “Our model is 
independent of the type of virus,” he explains. It can therefore 
be applied to other future pathogens. “All we have to do is 
adapt the transmission mechanisms, which are different for 
each virus.” 

Prof. Jorge Gonçalves and Prof. Alexander Skupin

COVID-19

We have been able to simulate the spread 
of the virus with the help of mechanistic 
modelling and machine learning approaches.

f back to table of contents
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A SPECIFIC DISEASE MAP
Knowledge about the new disease COVID-19 is expanding at a breathtaking pace. Through worldwide 

collaboration, LCSB researchers have created a tool that allows easy access to and use of scientific 

findings on the topic.

COVID-19

At the beginning of 2020, nobody 
was thinking about SARS-CoV-2. A 
few weeks later – when the COVID-19 
pandemic began to unfold – there 
was great interest in what this virus 
could do. Numerous scientists around 
the world tried to decipher the 
properties of the new coronavirus. 
Yet, its mechanisms of action and the 
human body’s response to the virus 
are complicated. And keeping up with 
the many related studies and research 
results is next to impossible. 

Prof. Reinhard Schneider, head of the 
Bioinformatics Core at the LCSB, and 
Dr Marek Ostaszewski, who is part of 
the research group, therefore initiated 
a new project. The aim of the two 
researchers from the Bioinformatics 

Core at the LCSB was to create a tool 
that provides an easily accessible and 
comprehensive overview of the current 
state of knowledge on the molecular 
processes involved in COVID-19: a kind of  
map of the disease caused by this new 
coronavirus.

The team at the LCSB had the perfect 
expertise for this project. “We have 
been working for many years on 
such disease maps, for example 
for Parkinson’s disease,” Reinhard 
Schneider reports. The techniques 
developed for those maps can also be 
used for COVID-19. “We also reached 
out to many contacts in the scientific 
community and asked colleagues for 
their support,” says Marek Ostaszewski. 
The response was overwhelming. Not 

long after the project coordinated by the 
LCSB started in mid-March 2020, some 
250 experts from various disciplines – 
such as biologists, data curators and 
IT engineers – were collaborating. 

Starting from various databases and 
the scientific literature, specialists from 
research institutes around the world 
compiled a wealth of data, which they 
evaluated and prepared in the form 
of interactive graphics. The result is a 
comprehensive collection of insights on, 
for example, the processes of infection, 
the replication and mutation of the 
virus, and the cellular response to the 
viral attack. Everyone can access the 
data on an open web-based platform. 
“The data can be used to develop 
research models, or to test hypotheses 
about the disease,” Reinhard Schneider 
explains. Scientists can also analyse the 
effects of active substances that could 
potentially be developed into drugs. 

“In the development process, we placed 
great importance on transparency and 
reproducibility,” Ostaszewski says. The 
expertise of the LCSB researchers in 
developing similar disease maps proved 
to be an invaluable asset. It paved 
the way for the rapid success of the 
project, despite the large number of 
participants and the sometimes difficult 
collaboration due to contact restrictions 
during the pandemic. Yet, work on the 
COVID-19 Disease Map is continuing, 
Marek Ostaszewski emphasises: “We will 
keep expanding it and updating it with 
new data.”

Click here for the COVID-19 disease map webpage: 

https://covid.pages.uni.lu

HOW TO IDENTIFY PATIENTS AT RISK?
A research group from the LCSB has developed a mathematical approach to predict whether a case of 

COVID-19 will become life-threatening – which could help medical professionals to provide early care. 

While Prof. Jorge Gonçalves was visiting 
Wuhan in the autumn of 2019, he had 
no inkling of what was coming. The 
computational biology expert from the 
LCSB had been on a research visit at 
Huazhong University for several weeks. 
When the world’s first outbreak of 
COVID-19 became known a short while 
later in Wuhan, the scientists from 
Luxembourg and China swiftly launched 
a new joint project. Gonçalves and the 
Systems Control group that he leads 
at the LCSB developed a mathematical 
model that can be used to predict 
the severity of the disease caused by 
the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2. Their 
colleagues in China provided data that 
served as the basis for this project.

“Normally, our research focuses on 
gaining a better understanding of 

fundamental biological mechanisms,” 
says Jorge Gonçalves. Yet, the rapidly 
growing number of infections and 
the increasing load on the healthcare 
system from people severely ill with 
COVID-19 brought a different question 
to the front of his mind: how can 
physicians detect, quickly and reliably, 
which patients are at high risk of dying 
from the disease – so that those 
people can receive targeted treatment 
as early as possible?

Gonçalves and his colleagues found the 
answer in blood samples from around 
500 acutely ill COVID-19 patients from 
the Wuhan region, who had developed 
especially severe symptoms at the 
beginning of the pandemic. To analyse 
the information derived from these 
samples, the LCSB researchers were 

able to build upon their expertise in 
machine learning. They trained an 
algorithm with the data from the blood 
samples, including what was known 
about the course of the disease: some 
patients had recovered over time, while 
others had died. 

“In this way, we wanted to find out 
whether certain characteristics of 
the blood indicate that there is a high 
risk of the disease becoming life-
threatening over time,” Gonçalves 
explains. The researchers were able 
to identify three substances that can 
serve as an early-warning system: 
the enzyme LDH, a protein related to 
inflammation called CRP and certain 
white blood cells known as lymphocytes. 
If the concentrations of these 
biomarkers fall above or below a certain 
threshold in the blood of an infected 
person, this can indicate that the illness 
could potentially turn deadly. The most 
important among them is the level of 
LDH. “The prognosis is very accurate,” 
Gonçalves stresses. “It applies up to 
ten days in advance with more than 90 
percent accuracy.” So that physicians 
can easily make use of these findings, 
the researcher developed a simple 
formula as a guideline for applying a 
treatment that might save the lives of 
high-risk patients.

Jorge Gonçalves is convinced that there 
will be more unexpected challenges 
in the future, each requiring a rapid 
reorientation in research. “But should 
we be threatened by a virus once again, 
we will be much better prepared”, the 
researcher believes.

Prof. Jorge Gonçalves and Dr Laurent Mombaerts
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CAPTURING THE DYNAMICS OF  
THE EPIDEMIC

However, there are also people who 
have caught the coronavirus SARS-
CoV-2 without having any of these, 
sometimes dramatic, symptoms. Even 
if they do show symptoms, they are 
no more than a sore throat or the 
sniffles. “These people tend not to go 
to the doctor,” says Prof. Rejko Krüger, 
head of the Translational Neuroscience 
group at the LCSB. “But they do 
carry the virus, spreading it without 

knowing, and thus play a big part in 
the dynamics of the epidemic.”

To better understand these dynamics, 
in spring 2020, the Research 
Luxembourg COVID-19 Task Force 
launched the CON-VINCE study 
led by Rejko Krüger: “We had ideal 
prerequisites in the country for 
such a large-scale study. Thanks, 
among other things, to an excellent 
infrastructure which has been 
developed over recent years in the 
scope of the Luxembourg Parkinson’s 
Study, we were able to recruit more 
than 1800 participants nationwide 
and to examine them systematically 
for SARS-CoV-2 infection.” The study 
began with the participants filling in a 
questionnaire to find out whether they 
or family members had been unwell 
recently, what symptoms they had, 
and how much stress the pandemic 
and the associated lockdown had 
caused them. Then, each participant 
visited a diagnostics lab to take a 
COVID-19 test, give a blood sample 
and optionally provide a stool sample. 
They went through this procedure five 
times, the five appointments occurring 
at two-week intervals between April 
and June 2020.

Thanks to the contribution of this 
panel, which was representative of 
Luxembourg’s population, in terms of 
age, gender and place of residence, 
the researchers were able to collect 
accurate data on the prevalence 

and transmission of the disease. 
“This created an incredible treasure 
trove for research,” Krüger says. 
“First, we were able to trace how 
the infection spread throughout the 
representative group. Secondly, the 
blood and stool samples' analysis will 
provide important answers in COVID-19 
research in the future, regarding 
antibodies and the role of the gut 
microbiota for example.”

What were the first results of the 
study? “We know that, relative to the 
typical COVID-19 cases, about three 
times as many people have become 
infected without developing the usual 
symptoms. This is important to know 
when it comes to understanding the 
dynamics of the epidemic,” Krüger 
explains. “We were also able to show 

Those who haven’t experienced them first-hand will have at least heard of the symptoms of COVID-19 through 

the media: coughing, high fever, runny nose, physical weakness and trouble breathing – sometimes severe 

enough to require hospitalisation or even a long stay in the intensive care unit. 

COVID-19

from the blood samples that not every 
infection with SARS-CoV-2 leads to a 
relevant immune response and thus 
reliable immunity. This is a decisive 
finding for the current vaccination 
strategy.”

These results come from the first 
phase of the study. In spring 2021, 
all CON-VINCE participants will 
undergo another study cycle, in order 
to investigate the influence of the 
wintertime wave of coronavirus on 
the epidemic. An especially important 
aspect for Krüger is that the study is 
not only measuring biomedical effects: 

We were able to show from 
blood samples that not 
every infection with SARS-
CoV-2 leads to a permanent 
immune response

CON-VINCE is supported by the Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR) 

and by the André Losch Fondation.

Prof. Rejko Krüger

“With CON-VINCE, we are also gaining 
evidence about psychological and 
economic impacts, which in some 
cases could be even worse than the 
pandemic itself.” 

CON-VINCE shows how strong 
Luxembourg’s biomedical research 
has become. It is positioned well to 
respond swiftly to new challenges. 
Incidentally, the study is part of a 
large European research consortium, 
called Orchestra, aiming to learn 
from the SARS-CoV-2 crisis and to 
increase preparedness for future 
outbreaks.

Processing the samples collected during the CON-VINCE study in the LIH lab.
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Induced pluripotent stem cells, cerebral organoids and 
procedural memory: for Kobi Wasner, Sònia Sabaté Soler and 
Laure Pauly, these are simply terms used every day when 
talking amongst colleagues. But, how do they talk about 
their research to friends, family and other non-scientists? 
That is what the 3MT competition was about: the doctoral 
students were challenged to explain their complex topics 
understandably in a video lasting only three minutes. They 
were allowed to use a single, static slide; the rest had to be 
explained in spoken words only.

In preparation, the three young scientists practiced their 
presentations over and over – 50 times – 100 times. “In 
the end, I had more recordings of myself than I could fit 
on my phone,” relates Kobi Wasner, who is researching the 
degenerative processes of Parkinson’s disease. In his video, 
he recounts the suspenseful journey from the discovery of 
stem cells, and what they are, to how they can be derived 
from the skin cells of Parkinson’s patients. “I could spend the 
rest of my life talking about neuroscience,” Wasner admits. 
His audience felt the same: he received not only first prize 
from the judges, but also the people’s choice award. The 
runner-up prizes went to Sònia Sabaté Soler and Laure Pauly.

ALL PRIZES WENT TO LCSB STUDENTS
3MT competition

LCSB doctoral student Kobi Wasner won the first prize and the people’s choice award, while Sònia Sabaté 

Soler and Laure Pauly won the runner-up awards in the 3MT competition. In videos lasting only three minutes, 

they each proved to the judges that they can explain their research clearly in a short amount of time.

• • • 19

Watch the videos at https://luxdoc.uni.lu/3mt/

Soler gets a thrill out of translating academic jargon into 
normal language. “Probably not many people would know 
what a spherical cerebral organoid is, but they would surely 
be able to imagine what a ball-shaped mini-brain is,” she 
says. In many test recordings, she can be heard telling 
herself off in her native Spanish for not finding the right 
words: “I really had to laugh, watching them again.” 

Pauly, too, sees science communication as a welcome 
challenge. Only relatively little is currently known about her 
topic, retrograde procedural memory, despite the fact that 
it affects our everyday abilities, such as tying shoelaces or 
riding a bike. “It’s a thrilling adventure into the unknown.  
I want my audience to feel that, too.”

The competition was organised by the association LuxDoc.  
It acts as a social and scientific exchange platform for young 
researchers in Luxembourg. The prize money was sponsored 
by the project DESCOM - Doctoral Education in Science 
Communication - of the University of Luxembourg, the 
Luxembourg Institute of Health, the Luxembourg Institute 
of Science and Technology and the Luxembourg Institute of 
Socio-Economic Research.

Sònia Sabaté Soler Kobi Wasner Laure Pauly

Diagnosing bowel diseases with meta-learning

In September 2020, Assistant Prof. Enrico Glaab, who heads the  
Biomedical Data Science group at the LCSB and specialises in machine  
learning and bioinformatics, emerged as one of the top three participants in 
an international competition on the analysis of gut bacteria genomics data. 
The aim of the Metagenomics Diagnosis for IBD Challenge (MEDIC) was to 
facilitate the diagnosis of inflammatory bowel diseases.

Conventional diagnostic methods are very laborious, have limited accuracy, and 
may involve a significant burden for the patients. Researchers have therefore 
recently shifted their focus to the microbiome – the diversity of bacterial 
species living in the gut. The idea is that the genetic analysis of stool samples 
ought to allow conclusions about the composition of the microbiome, and 
thus about a given disease of the gastrointestinal tract and its severity. This 
requires a prediction algorithm adapted to the special properties of this type 
of data. Glaab’s research addressed specifically this problem.

He used a new concept in machine learning, called meta-learning. “In meta-
learning, different algorithms are compared and evaluated by a further 
algorithm acting on top of them – until an estimated optimal approach to  
solve a problem is found,” the researcher explains. Enrico Glaab confirmed 
 with real patient data that this can lead quickly to a more reliable diagnosis. 
The researcher also sees further potential in his method: “Analyses of the  
gut flora could deliver important insights into many diseases.”

Assistant Prof. Enrico Glaab
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regard to metabolic diseases such as diabetes or obesity.” 
Previously, he concentrated on the liver and its diseases. 
Now, he is setting up the research group Gene Expression 
and Metabolism as an expansion of his research focuses.  
“In the new group, we want to extend our analytical approach 
to other organs and the diseases associated with them,” 
Williams says. “For this we will be using cell lines, mouse 
models and roundworms.”

The scientists place their research objects under the same 
experimental dietary conditions that are now common in our 
society. When they change the conditions, to a fat-rich diet 
for example, they can observe which individuals are prone 
to putting on more fat and which are not. “We then search 
in the genes for an explanation of the difference,” says 
Williams. “Later, we want to translate our results to human 
medicine.”

The scientists are taking a multi-omics approach to this 
work. This means they analyse tissue samples not only 
for their genetic makeup (genomics) and how they are 
transcribed (transcriptomics), but also for the proteins 
formed (proteomics) and how they interact with one another 
(interactomics). “Using these modern methods, we can 
study our mouse populations, for example, over their entire 
lifespan,” Evan Williams says. “That means we can observe 
how gene expression and metabolic activity are correlated, 
and how that affects our susceptibility to metabolic 
diseases as a consequence of dietary changes.” Better 
understanding the latter would mean the scientists could 
not only identify risk factors that promote such diseases; 
they could also find protective mechanisms, biomarkers for 
early diagnosis and, ultimately, approaches for treatment.

Associate Prof. Evan Williams and his team combine medical research 
and systems biology approaches.

WATCHING DNA AND 
ENVIRONMENT AT WORK

Gene Expression and Metabolism group

Chronic and age-related diseases are posing increasingly difficult 

challenges, especially in industrialised nations. Why do some people 

suffer from obesity, dementia or cancer while others with the same 

lifestyle are spared these afflictions? It is known that age, diet, 

environmental influences and even personal genetic disposition all 

go hand-in-hand. Exactly how that works, however, is still a puzzle. 

Associate Prof. Evan Williams wants to solve this puzzle. To achieve 

this, his new research group at the LCSB, called Gene Expression and 

Metabolism, watches DNA and environment at work.

The blueprints for our body are stored 
in our genes. These contain the 
instructions for making the proteins 
that shape us and keep us alive. 
The way information is transcribed 
from genes in order to synthesise 
all of the necessary building and 
operating materials is referred to 
as gene expression. Every living 
being differs from its relatives by 
tiny variations in the genome. These 
translate to differences in every 
being’s metabolism. Williams and his 
colleagues want to track observable 
differences in metabolism back to the 
genes.

“My team and I do basic medical 
research here,” says the molecular 
biologist and bioinformatician, who 
came to the LCSB in 2020. “We are 
interested in how gene expression 
affects metabolism, especially with 

The research group conducts not only classical laboratory 
work; computer models and algorithms are also crucial for 
what they do. “In addition to our medical research, we also  
do systems biological research,” the bioinformatician 
explains. “New algorithms, for example, will help us 
automatically generate hypotheses from large data sets 
for future studies.”

Evan Williams is still very busy with preparatory work.  
There was a two-month delay to moving into his laboratory 
at the LCSB. “I was previously working in Switzerland, and 
it was difficult for me to travel during the first lockdown,” 
the researcher says. It was only from July onwards that he 
could concentrate on setting up his research group, and 
on teaching at the University of Luxembourg. Now he can 
hardly wait to fully delve into his research. “The specialist 
competences we need for our research are bundled here 
at the LCSB,” Williams enthuses about the opportunities. 
“And thanks to the developmental leaps in technology, it 
is possible to develop and test our hypotheses these days. 
Understanding the interplay between gene expression, 
metabolism and diseases was once a question of technical 
feasibility, given that our DNA contains more than 3 billion 
nucleotides and creates more than 20,000 unique proteins. 
Now, it is only a question of our own power of imagination 
that leads us to ever new discoveries.”
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pdp 2.0: personalised dementia prevention

The Luxembourg Programme for Dementia Prevention (pdp) has entered a 
new funding period. It will continue to develop in the direction of personalised 
prevention and help to reduce the risk of dementia in Luxembourg. “People 
with mild cognitive impairment, or MCI, will benefit from this,” says Prof. Rejko 
Krüger, coordinator of pdp. MCI is a slight decrease in the performance of the 
brain that can lead to dementia over time. In the scope of pdp, risk factors 
– such as diabetes, high blood pressure or social isolation – are specifically 
targeted in people with MCI and personalised recommendations are made to 
the participants, thus reducing the likelihood of developing dementia.

“With the new phase of pdp, we want to intensify our efforts to reach even 
more people with MCI in Luxembourg and offer more targeted measures 
for dementia prevention,” Luxembourg’s Minister of Health Paulette Lenert 
announced at the beginning of the new funding period for pdp. To this end, 
the pdp team will be further strengthened and the services offered will be 
expanded for people with MCI, with for example a new App for self-test and 
exercises. “We also want to intensify the accompanying research in order 
to identify further risk factors,” says Rejko Krüger. “This way, preventive 
measures could become even more targeted and dementia effectively 
prevented.”

22 • • •

IAS PROMOTES BOLD PROJECTS

The number of chemicals in our 
environment is constantly increasing. 
Associate Prof. Emma Schymanski, head 
of the Environmental Cheminformatics 
group at the LCSB, is studying how 
contact with these chemicals affects 
our bodies. In the “Luxembourg Time 
Machine” (LuxTIME) project, she is 
joining forces with historians and 
ecohydrologists. The project, co-led 
by Prof. Andreas Fickers (C2DH) and 
Prof. Laurent Pfister (LIST), is a pilot 
study focusing on the industrial history 
of the Minette region in the southwest 
of Luxembourg, from preindustrial times 
to the present. The team will investigate 
chemicals in soil and water samples. 
The scientists will combine these 

results with historical data – for 
example which factories once stood 
on the sites where they are sampling. 
“In this way, we learn whether certain 
chemicals played a role at a certain 
time in a certain place,” explains Emma 
Schymanski. “We can then correlate 
this knowledge with data on the 
regional occurrence of diseases such 
as Parkinson’s disease.” As they sample 
deeper and deeper, the researchers will 
get an overview of the contamination 
over time and bring to light the impact 
of environmental changes on the health 
of the local population. 

Dementia affects more than 46 million 
people worldwide and is one of the 

greatest scientific and medical 
challenges of our times. It is the focus 
of the second IAS project involving 
LCSB professors Rejko Krüger and Paul 
Wilmes, together with Prof. Anja Leist 
of the Faculty of Humanities, Education 
and Social Sciences. MCI-BIOME is 
about better understanding the role 
of various biological, psychosocial 
and socioeconomic factors in the 
development of dementia. Researchers 
know that the composition of the 
microbiome, the community of bacteria 
living in the human gut, has an influence 
on neurodegeneration. The microbiome, in 
turn, is not an isolated entity either. It is 
affected by lifestyle and diet, and thus 
by psychological and economic factors. 
What those factors are, and what 
impact they have, is what the unique 
interdisciplinary team – composed of 
clinical experts in neurodegeneration, 
specialists in socioeconomic 
research, and experts in microbiome 
characterisation and big data analytics 
– wants to find out. So that better 
preventive help can be provided to 
people at risk of developing dementia.

Prof. Paul Wilmes Associate Prof. Emma Schymanski Prof. Rejko Krüger

A consultation with Valérie Schröder, 
neuropsychologist in the pdp team.

The University of Luxembourg has a new instrument for promoting 

highly innovative research ideas: The Institute for Advanced Studies 

(IAS). Through the IAS, scientists can develop unusual and risky projects 

until they can be funded by classical funding bodies. In 2020, the LCSB 

successfully submitted two applications: the interdisciplinary projects 

LuxTIME and MCI-BIOME were amongst the first projects funded in the 

scope of the IAS.
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THE IMMUNOLOGISTS AT THE NEXUS
Immunology & Genetics group

With the appointment of Prof. Dirk Brenner at the University of Luxembourg, the LCSB has gained a new 

research group focusing on immunology and genetics, and the connection with the Luxembourg Institute  

of Health (LIH) will be strengthened.

“Immunology is a complex science and 
an important interdisciplinary interface. 
The immune system is not only directly 
involved in infections, autoimmunity 
and inflammatory responses, but is 
also implicated in many other medical 
conditions.” The one who said this 
ought to know: Prof. Dirk Brenner is the 
first professor of immunology at the 
University of Luxembourg. He received 
his appointment in June 2020 and his 
new position puts him at the heart of a 
strategic nexus. With a professorship 
at the university and groups at the 
LCSB and at LIH, Dirk Brenner creates 
a connection between essential 
institutions in the Grand Duchy that are 
researching diseases and promoting 

the translation of scientific findings 
into clinical applications. 

One research focus at the LCSB is 
Parkinson’s disease. While Brenner 
is not a Parkinson‘s specialist at all, 
he is researching the fundamental 
mechanisms of the immune system, 
which are important for Parkinson’s 
and other neurodegenerative diseases. 
One such mechanism is in the energy 
balance of mitochondria, the power 
plants of cells. It has been known for 
some years that malfunctions of the 
mitochondria result in poor energy 
supply to nerve cells, and can thus 
be one of the triggering factors of 
Parkinson’s disease. One of the 

overlaps between immunology and 
Parkinson’s research lies in the 
metabolism of the mitochondria.

“In my research group, we intensively 
study the metabolism of immune cells,” 
says Brenner. An important aspect 
of this is the relationship between 
so-called reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) and antioxidants. ROS molecules 
are by-products of metabolism – 
including that of mitochondria. They 
are highly aggressive and can damage 
cell structures. To prevent this damage, 
they must be rendered harmless by 
antioxidants. “We have learned that 
the ratio of ROS to antioxidants has 
great significance for cell activity and 

metabolism, which control immunity,” 
Brenner says.

Each cell type of the immune system 
has a characteristic ratio of ROS to 
antioxidants. “Recently, we discovered 
that this ratio even determines the 
performance of their mitochondria,” 
Dirk Brenner states. The LCSB 
researchers are keen to understand 
this more precisely in the context of 
Parkinson’s disease, and Dirk Brenner 
wants to contribute his expertise. 
Yet, he is also thinking beyond that: 
“The LCSB also studies other areas 
such as rare diseases and Alzheimer’s. 
Immunological aspects play a role 
in all of these. Immunology being a 

nexus science, we will find many points 
of convergence between these various 
topics and it will help us to develop 
the field further.”

Brenner is optimistic about future 
research projects. One reason is the 
ability to use genetic models in which 
certain genes that are important for 
immune defences are knocked out. 
These animal models can help to 
study in detail the causes of diseases 
that are somehow linked to the 
immune system, from infections to 
cancer. Another reason is his team’s 
experience in analysing metabolism at 
the molecular level. “This is an excellent 
fit for the LCSB, which already has 

internationally recognised experts in 
the analysis of metabolism, with whom 
we have long been collaborating.” 
Creating a strong bridge between 
institutions should also bear fruit. 
“In my new position, I want to build 
up an immunology program at the 
university to strengthen the connection 
between fundamental research at the 
LCSB and the translational approach of 
LIH,” says Prof. Brenner. “A fast-track 
toward our common goal: to translate 
our findings into medical applications 
for the benefit of patients.”

As immunological aspects play a 
role in various diseases, we will find 
many points of convergence. It will 
help us to develop the field further.
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A FRUITFUL CONVERSATION AND 
A FIRST GRADUATION

Physics meets Biology

The laws of physics help us to understand living organisms. At the 

LCSB, the fruitful collaboration of scientific disciplines is being 

promoted in the doctoral training unit “Critical Transitions in Complex 

Systems” (CriTiCS) in collaboration with– amongst others – the Faculty 

of Science, Technology and Medicine and is an essential facilitator for 

the ‘Physics meets Biology’ initiative. This has now culminated in a first 

PhD graduation.

While Dr. Tommaso Cossetto was 
studying at the University of Bologna, 
the thought of living and working in 
Luxembourg never once crossed his 
mind. Then, the budding physicist heard 
from Prof. Massimiliano Esposito, ERC 
fellow at the Department of Physics, 
who offered the young Italian researcher 
the opportunity to deepen his 
research interests at the University of 
Luxembourg and, at the same time, take 
a look beyond the boundaries of his field. 

“In my studies, I had concentrated on 
fluctuations that bring a system out 
of a state of equilibrium,” Cossetto 
says. Such phenomena known from 
theoretical physics contribute to the 
emergence of new structures in the 
universe, for example. Yet, they are also 
important in biological mechanisms such 
as cell metabolism. Cossetto was able to 
bridge this gap from physics to biology 
in the team of Massimiliano Esposito. 
The researchers there combine the 
natural science disciplines of physics 
and biology by taking fundamental 
physical principles and applying them 
to organisms.

CriTiCS, an interdisciplinary doctoral 
training programme coordinated by 
the LCSB since 2019, helps to build 
these bridges. “The programme helps 
to overcome divides between the 
scientific fields,” explains Associate 

In 2019, the LCSB turned 10 years old. One 
year later, the 1000th research paper from 
the LCSB was published. The groups led by 
Prof. Rejko Krüger and Prof. Jens Schwamborn 
published the article “Using High-Content 
Screening to Generate Single-Cell Gene-
Corrected Patient-Derived iPS Clones 
Reveals Excess Alpha-Synuclein with Familial 
Parkinson’s Disease Point Mutation A30P” 
in Cells, a young, open-access journal for 
molecular and cellular biology. 

In this study, an interdisciplinary team of 
LCSB researchers developed advancements 
in the genome editing method CRISPR-Cas9 
initially described by Nobel laureates Prof. 
Emanuelle Charpentier and Prof. Jennifer 
Doudna. The modified method allows a more 
efficient analysis of genetically edited cells. 
The scientists were also able to show, from 
genetically edited cells, that a correlation 
exists between a specific point mutation – 
the A30P mutation – and reduced levels of 
alpha-synuclein protein (α-syn). In healthy 
organisms, α-syn regulates dopamine 
excretion, among other things, and elevated 
α-syn levels are associated with Parkinson’s 
disease. “The outstanding complementary 
expertise of the two teams made it possible 
to create a novel patient-based disease model 
that now is integrated into our research 
for defining new therapeutic options for 
Parkinson’s disease,” say Dr Peter Barbuti 
and Dr Bruno Santos, two of the co-authors 
of the paper.

Research conducted with the support of the FNR (PEARL 
and INTER programs) and of NCER-PD.

Prof. Alexander Skupin, head of the 
LCSB Integrative Signalling group. 
He and Prof. Massimiliano Esposito 
together established the "Physics 
meets Biology" initiative. “By analysing 
the thermodynamic aspects of 
biological systems outside a state of 
equilibrium, for example, we want to 
identify early warning signs,” he says. 
These would serve as indications that 
cells are changing in ways that could 
lead to the onset of diseases such as 
epilepsy or Parkinson’s disease. 

The results of Tommaso Cosetto's 
research are an important component 
in this. At the end of October 2020, 
Cosetto became the first of CriTiCS 
DTU's research students to achieve his 
PhD. The physicist showed that models 
from fluctuation theory can be applied 
to enzymatic reactions in the human 
body. This makes it possible to describe 
in mathematical formulae how enzymes 
influence the reshaping of cellular 
structures and to understand what 
drives processes such as the synthesis 

of dopamine, a chemical messenger 
playing a role in Parkinson’s disease.

Now that he has completed his PhD, 
Tommaso Cossetto will take up a 
postdoctoral position in Lisbon. There, 
he wants to continue redeveloping 
theoretical physical concepts to 
explain other life processes. He feels 
empowered in this by his experience of 
interdisciplinary exchanges within the 
CriTiCS DTU. “It was difficult at first 
because we spoke different scientific 
languages,” Cossetto recounts. “But, 
ultimately, the discussions and the 
scientific interactions with doctoral 
candidates from other fields brought 
perspectives that were unusual to me 
and many valuable suggestions.”

CriTiCS is funded by the Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR). The 

consortium is led by the LCSB in collaboration with the Department of Physics 

and Materials Science, the Luxembourg School of Finance and the Department 

of Life Science and Medicine of the University of Luxembourg, as well as the 

Luxembourg Institute of Health. 
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HOW TO IDENTIFY PATHOGENS FASTER 
AND MORE ACCURATELY

PathoFact

Among other things, PathoFact can 
use real-time data originating from 
so-called metagenomic sequencing. 
“This is where all of the genes of all 
microorganisms found in a sample are 
sequenced,” Laura de Nies explains. 
She is the first author of the paper and 
a PhD student in Wilmes’ group. “Even 
while the sequencing is still running, 
PathoFact can already compare the 
data obtained against its integrated 
gene database.” PathoFact searches 
for genes that encode virulence factors 
or antibiotic resistances. Virulence 
factors, for example, include proteins 
that ensure a pathogen's survival in 
the human body or toxic metabolic 
products that make us sick.

Scientists already know many genes 
that encode virulence factors and other 
microbial structures responsible for 
antibiotic resistance. Their sequences 
are recorded in a database which is 
integrated into PathoFact. Yet, there 
will always be unknown ones. “With 
PathoFact, we can identify even those 
genes,” says Laura de Nies. “The 
proteins that these genes encode 
will resemble known structures. They 
will have certain features that are 
characteristic of virulence factors or 
antimicrobial resistance.” This means, 
with PathoFact, the researchers can 
gain new knowledge about pathogens 
and identify species that were not 
known to be pathogenic.

Wilmes’ main focus is on chronic 
diseases such as Parkinson’s or 
rheumatoid arthritis: there is a well 
substantiated theory that the onset 
of such diseases involves changes 
in the composition of the body’s 
microbial communities or microbiome. 
“The bacteria that live in and on us 
are in constant competition with 
each other,” Wilmes says. “Certain 
circumstances in life can cause 
harmful microorganisms to become 
more prolific and to trigger a disease 

with their toxic products.” Using 
PathoFact, the scientists can now 
detect such shifts in the microbial 
ecosystem faster and more accurately 
than before – and move further ahead 
in their fundamental research into 
chronic diseases.

Paul Wilmes would like to see this 
tool benefit medical diagnoses as 
well. For example, it could be used by 
physicians to better predict severe 
cases of COVID-19. This viral disease 
is often accompanied by so-called 
co-infections. These are caused 
by bacteria or viruses other than 
SARS-CoV-2. “With PathoFact, we 

Today, infections are still diagnosed using methods very similar to those of 120 years ago, from the days

of Robert Koch and Louis Pasteur. Bacteria, for example, are isolated from patient samples, cultivated and

then identified. It often takes several days to find out what kind of infection a patient has or how it

can be treated. In the age of high-throughput genome sequencing, this should be faster. “To speed things 

up, we need to advance the right bioinformatics techniques and combine them appropriately,” says Prof. 

Paul Wilmes, head of the Systems Ecology group at the LCSB. His team has done just that with a new 

bioinformatic tool called PathoFact.

The development of PathoFact was funded by the Luxembourg National  

Research Fund (FNR) and the European Research Council (ERC). Paul Wilmes is the 

recipient of the ERC Consolidator Grant "ExpoBiome". Laura de Nies is a doctoral 

student in the Doctoral Training Unit “Microbiomes in One Health” (MICROH), also 

funded by the FNR through its PRIDE programme.

can identify those pathogens faster 
than before. This opens up better 
possibilities for treatments, so that 
physicians may in the future prevent 
severe progression of COVID-19.” 
To make this possible, Wilmes is 
planning to collaborate with a large 
Luxembourg diagnostics company. 
“The company is using established 
methods to study samples, which 
we will analyse simultaneously 
with PathoFact. In this way, we will 
continue to improve and validate the 
high accuracy of our method, so that 
harmful microbial infections will be 
treated more rapidly and in a more 
targeted manner in the future.”

Janine Habier, a member of the Systems Ecology group, working in the lab.
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FNR Award: understanding rare diseases
Assistant Prof. Carole Linster and her team members Dr Nicole Paczia, Dr Julia Becker-Kettern, Jean-François Conrotte 
and Daniel Kay have received one of the 2020 FNR Awards for Outstanding Scientific Publication. The award was given for 
the paper „NAD(P)HX dehydratase (NAXD) deficiency: a novel neurodegenerative disorder exacerbated by febrile illnesses“, 
published in the journal Brain in 2019. 

In collaboration with partners from Australia, the USA, the UK, Germany, India and Spain, the team has identified the genetic 
cause of a new severe childhood disease. “International clinicians reached out to us, as we had previously identified and 
characterised the NAXD enzyme which seemed involved in a so far undescribed disease in children,” explains Linster, head 
of the LCSB research group Enzymology & Metabolism. Typically, the patients suffer from severe skin lesions and episodes 
of neurological regression triggered by mild fever or infection, eventually leading to early childhood death. The publication 
shows that mutations in the NAXD gene are indeed the cause of this disease. The NAXD gene encodes an enzyme that is 
responsible for the degradation of toxic waste products of cellular metabolism. 

The researchers were able to show that the degradation of the metabolic side products works well again if expression of the 
functional NAXD gene is restored in the patient cells. Based on this research, there have been first therapeutic approaches 
with vitamin B3 treatment. It had a dramatic positive effect on the skin lesions and stabilised the neurological symptoms. 
This promising result gives hope for understanding, treating and maybe even curing other rare diseases in the future.

SUPPORTING FAIR COLLABORATION 
AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

Innovation & Partnering

This is why the Innovation & Partnering 
team led by Ostrowicz fosters the 
exploitation of research results and 
aids in establishing fair collaborations. 
They support researchers by providing 
legal advice as well as assistance 
with registering property rights and 
developing business models. 

The team establishes the legal 
framework that ensures a reliable basis 
for collaborations with both privately 
and publicly funded partners and allows 
them to be carried out fairly. “When 
it comes to concluding collaboration 
agreements, a multitude of laws and 
regulations need to be considered, 
on national and European levels,” 
says Ostrowicz. “Data protection is 
an important topic, for example, as 
biomedical data play a prominent role 
in our research projects.” This is where 
the experts come in: two lawyers and a 
paralegal who take into consideration 
these various legal aspects. The 
Innovation and Partnering team has 

Scientists do great research, make discoveries, gain knowledge and publish results. “The LCSB is in essence 

a place of ideas and findings, and as such is a driver of innovation and entrepreneurship. It supports 

Luxembourg’s knowledge-based economy and society,” says Dr Clemens Ostrowicz. “Society – meaning 

ultimately the taxpayers who fund us – should benefit from research results.”

developed templates of partnership 
agreements for a wide variety of 
projects and works closely with the 
university’s central administration to 
put in place optimal legal frameworks.

The team does more than simply 
following up with planned collaborations. 
When researchers are developing a 
new idea, the team is involved from 
the start, working together with the 
scientists to identify potential industrial 
partners. “We are aware of the different 
projects at the LCSB and, as we also 
know the life science market, we have a 
good understanding of the topics which 
are of industrial interest. Additionally, 
we have an overview of national and 
international funding opportunities,” 
states Dr Silvia Colucci, business 
development expert in the team. She 
and Dr Léa Delacour, the partnership 
development expert, have recently 
taken on these tasks. They maintain 
close contact with the scientists as 
well as the university’s technology 

transfer office and provide support for 
innovative projects at the LCSB.

These are ideal conditions for bringing 
research results from the LCSB into 
society – but also for attracting the 
attention of high-profile players from 
industry. “In order to achieve this, 
we place great value on pragmatic 
solutions and closeness to our 
scientists,” says Ostrowicz. “Putting 
in place the right legal framework can 
necessitate quite some effort and 
sometimes complex negotiations.” 
The Innovation & Partnering team 
always encourages scientists to 
contact them early on when planning 
to collaborate with another party, to 
avoid losing precious time: “We are 
aware that science is a fast-moving 
business; contract preparations should 
not be a brake on this.” 
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If graph theory sounds really dry or 
even boring to you, you would soon find 
yourself pleasantly surprised if you 
joined the mathematical workshop of 
the same name at the Scienteens Lab. 
“Just about every child has tried to 
draw a house with a cross in it without 
lifting their pencil. This is basically 
applied graph theory, right there!” says 
Dr Thierry Meyrath, who is responsible 
for developing and conducting 
mathematics activities. He feels it is 
important for kids to understand how 
relevant mathematical concepts are in 
everyday life. Parcel services, garbage 
collectors and e-commerce companies 

NEW WORKSHOPS, BIGGER LABS  
AND A PRIZE!

Scienteens Lab

‘Finding the shortest path? Thanks to graph theory!’ – that’s the name of the Scienteens Lab workshop that 

won the third prize in the category Experiment of the Year during a contest organised by the German federal 

association LernortLabor (LeLa). LeLa supports networking between school labs at national and international 

level and gives them a common platform. While the prize money will go towards developing a new workshop 

in mathematics, this award is also a well-deserved recognition for the Scienteens Lab.

The Scienteens Lab team: Dr Philip Goergen, Dr Elisabeth John, Dr Conrad Spindler, Régine Poussin, David Kieffer, Dr Maren Krüger  
and Dr Thierry Meyrath

The Scienteens Lab offers workshops in biology, mathematics, physics and 

computer science, with the participation of associated scientists and teachers, 

and the financial support of public and private sponsors: the Luxembourg 

National Research Fund (FNR), Fondation Veuve Emile Metz-Tesch, the Ministry 

of Education, Children and Youth, André Losch Fondation, the Joachim Herz 

Foundation, Fondation Lanners, the Leir Charitable Foundations, the Royal Bank 

of Canada, the U.S. Embassy Luxembourg, Lions International and the Lycée 

Marie Consolatrice.

all depend on taking the most efficient 
route between two places. “If every 
incoming order were to be fetched 
from the warehouse separately, that 
would be too costly in the long run,” 
Dr Meyrath underlines. Graph theory is 
all about the properties of points and 
the connecting paths between them. 
While a solution for the house with a 
cross can be found by trial and error, 
a parcel service hardly has that option 
when driving to so many different 
places.

In the prizewinning workshop, the pupils 
first tackle this problem hands-on. In 

small groups, they use a cotton thread 
to connect twenty cities on a map 
of Luxembourg, trying to find the 
shortest route possible. In practice, we 
already have algorithms that calculate 
an efficient solution for routes like 
this. But what is exciting is that these 
programs quickly run up against their 
own limits. If you start in Luxembourg 
City and want to find the shortest 
route that visits three different cities 
before returning to Luxembourg, you 
can narrow down your search to three 
different routes; but for ten towns, 
there are nearly two million that need 
to be considered. “These programs are 

capable of making good suggestions 
to the driver, but we still don’t have 
an algorithm that will always calculate 
the truly optimal path for an arbitrary 
number of towns in an efficient way,” 
explains Meyrath. “The workshop hence 
showcases a real unsolved problem, 
with research on the topic still ongoing.”

The head of the Scienteens Lab, 
Dr Elisabeth John, is happy about a 
successful year, despite the pandemic. 
“Of course, in-person schooling has 
been limited. We could only offer a few 
on site workshops in biology, physics 
and mathematics, but we have had 
the time to develop online workshops 
and to finalise novel activities. Brand-
new workshops on topics as diverse 
as cancer research, agricultural 
productivity, probabilities and solar cells 
are now part of the Scienteens Lab’s 
portfolio. In 2021, a new team member 
will also bring a highly promising 
discipline on board: computer science. 
For the beginning of the year, the focus 
for all disciplines will mainly be on online 
activities. In a workshop on infectious 
disease modelling, for example, high-
school students use the SIR model to 

investigate how graphs that represent 
the number of Susceptible, Infectious 
and Recovered persons vary over time, 
depending on the number of contacts 
people have. “It is a highly topical 
workshop at the moment and it is in 
strong demand,” says Dr John. “The 
same goes for the online lecture on 
the SARS-CoV-2 virus.” A physics 
workshop where pupils learn about 
renewable energy and get to create 
an energy performance certificate for 
their family, is also very popular. 

In 2020, the facilities were more quiet 
than usual and the Scienteens Lab 
took the opportunity to spruce up its 
premises. “We were able to upgrade our 
labs,” says Elisabeth John. The biology 
laboratory expanded, offering more 
space for experimentation, and a new 
laboratory dedicated to the Scienteens 
Lab’s physics activities was prepared. 
Once the pandemic has subsided, the 
team will be able to offer workshops 
more often and to welcome bigger 
groups.
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FOCUS ON RESEARCH QUALITY
Digital Quality Initiative

Successful research is inconceivable without an effective digital infrastructure and clever concepts for 

handling experimental data and scientific code. At the LCSB, a dedicated team helps researchers to tackle 

these aspects and is now facing a new challenge: rising standards for the quality of scientific publications. 

The demands on research are 
increasing. Ever larger volumes of data 
need to be processed faster, while the 
experimental and analytical methods 
employed are becoming more and more 
complex. To ensure the traceability of 
research results, journals are looking 
more than ever for comprehensive 
documentation of the experimental 
data and their computational analysis. 
“This is pushing many researchers 
to their limits, since it is hard to 
meet the growing demands without 
a deep understanding of information 
technology,” says Dr Christophe Trefois. 
He heads a team in the Bioinformatics 
Core at the LCSB that ensures the 
IT infrastructure meets the specific 
needs of research. The team is also 
supporting researchers in meeting new 
quality requirements – such as those 
for publications – with a digital quality 
initiative. 

The R3 initiative, for Responsible 
and Reproducible Research, aims at 

combining modern techniques and 
tools for data management, IT security, 
and data protection as a basis for 
responsible research. Trefois and his 
team are closely collaborating with 
scientists, guiding them through 
questions or challenges. The expertise 
gained through this effort will also help 
to ensure the highest level of quality 
in scientific publications. The team 
plans to offer all researchers at the 
LCSB a due diligence check of draft 
manuscripts before they are submitted 
to a journal. For this, Trefois and his 
colleagues have been developing a 
custom platform. For instance, a 
manuscript can be checked against 
multiple criteria in a matter of minutes 
by producing a material design analysis 
report (MDAR) – a checklist to ensure 
transparency – or a detailed plagiarism 
analysis report. Additionally, the tool will 
ensure compliance with requirements 
for open-source computer code and 
answer related intellectual property 
questions. “This helps researchers 

to meet the latest quality standards 
of the journals and funders, and to 
eliminate stumbling blocks from the 
outset,” says Trefois.

Before starting the development 
of the tool to check papers prior to 
publication, the R3 experts analysed 
various papers published in previous 
years. This allowed them to gain a 
feeling for which requirements were 
being met and where there was room 
for improvement. The team used these 
insights to develop suitable training 
courses for researchers. “The aim is 
to achieve greater transparency and 
reusability in the handling of data 
and source code,“ says Christophe 
Trefois. It will take time. Yet, in the 
end, everyone will benefit: researchers 
at the LCSB will be able to prepare 
their manuscripts in the best possible 
way for peer review – promoting both 
success and their own reputation. At 
the same time, the research community 
as a whole will gain credibility and trust. 

Learning from each other, growing together

Dr Toshimori Kitami’s great interest is in mitochondria. The 
biologist has been investigating these tiny cellular power plants 
using chemical tools since his post-doctoral position at the Broad 
Institute in Boston, USA. He normally conducts his research at 
Japan’s RIKEN Center for Integrative Medical Sciences in the 
industrial metropolis of Yokohama. But from August 2020 until 
the end of March 2021, he has swapped his laboratory in the Land 
of the Rising Sun for a place at the LCSB. He is the first Japanese 
scientist to come for a visiting researcher stay at the LCSB 
as part of the RIKEN Outpost Labs programme. For Toshimori 
Kitami, learning from each other and growing together are the 
most important goals of this collaboration between Luxembourg 
and the RIKEN Institute. “The COVID-19 pandemic changed my 
plans a bit but I still had plenty of time to discover the different 
approaches used by the LCSB teams,” he explains. “I am now 
investigating the role of mitochondrial metabolism in diseases 
such as Parkinson’s together with LCSB scientists.” The first 
of many exchanges between two institutions that complement 
one another.
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Sometimes, people can have a disease 
that is completely unknown to their 
doctors. It could be an unusual disorder 
of the nervous system for example, 
strange lesions on the skin or slow 
development in a child that nobody can 
explain. Each a potential case of a “rare 
disease” – a disease that may only 
occur in a handful of people worldwide. 
Rare diseases most often have genetic 
causes and very often affect children. 
And there is almost never an efficient 
treatment for them. In 
recent years, research in 
this field has intensified and 
the public has become more 
aware of rare diseases. 

This includes the research 
of Carole Linster. She 
heads the Enzymology & 
Metabolism group at the 
LCSB. The biochemist is 
especially interested in the 
role played by enzymes. 
Many rare diseases have 
been found to be caused 
by DNA mutations that 
result in faulty metabolic 
enzymes. Linster and her team have 
the expertise to study these links 
in precise detail.

Yeast cells and zebrafish larvae play 
an important part in their research. 
These model organisms possess 
many of the same genes that we do, 
especially in relation to metabolism. 
This makes them extremely useful to 
biomedical research. Linster explains: 
“If we suspect that a certain enzyme 
is correlated with a rare disease, then 
we may decide to first knock out the 
specific gene for that enzyme in yeast 
cells. Meaning we render the gene 
inoperative and consequently the 
enzyme is not produced. Next, we study 
the metabolic composition of those 
yeast cultures and some other factors 
such as cell growth. Whenever it turns 
out that the enzyme in question is 

indeed involved in the disease, it means 
we have come a big step forward.”

A step that leads in two directions: 
towards the treatment of a rare 
disease; and towards further 
fundamental research. In order to 
speed up the development of potential 
new treatments, Linster’s team draws 
substances from libraries of already 
approved active pharmaceutical 
ingredients. Using high throughput 

methods, they test hundreds or even 
thousands of these on the yeast 
cultures. In the ideal case, a few 
candidates will prove effective – in 
that they partially or fully repair the 
defects caused by the missing enzyme 
in the yeast disease model.

The scientists then test the promising 
substances - called hit compounds - 
on zebrafish larvae, in which the gene 
of interest has again been artificially 
knocked out. The movement patterns 
of the larvae for example, which can 
reveal neurological abnormalities, can 
be automatically tracked and analysed 
by computer. “The zebrafish larvae are 
put in contact with the hit compounds 
from the yeast screen,” Carole Linster 
explains. “If the larvae’s mobility is 
normalised thanks to one of those 
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OF YEAST CELLS 
AND ZEBRAFISH 
LARVAE

Rare Diseases Research

Assistant Prof. Carole Linster researches rare diseases. Each disease affects 

only relatively few people, yet because taken together rare diseases affect 

many patients often including children, they make up a highly relevant field 

of research.

Assistant Prof. Carole Linster

substances, then it could become a 
candidate for being tested in clinical 
trials involving patients who have 
that rare disease.” Research projects 
involving animal models follow strict 
regulations and constitute an important 
step toward potential treatments. 
In a similar setup, the Linster group 
has recently found two compounds 
that alleviate symptoms observed in 
a zebrafish model for a rare form of 
Parkinsonism caused by mutations in 

the ATP13A2 gene. 

However, Linster is not 
quite satisfied yet: “It still 
takes much too long before 
people with rare diseases 
get the help they need,” the 
LCSB researcher says. “We 
urgently need a systematic 
approach, a proper pipeline 
in which the expertise for 
diagnosing and researching 
these diseases is combined.”

Currently, a national initiative 
in the field of rare disease 
research is under discussion 

and could lead to such an 
approach, combining next-generation 
whole-genome sequencing with high-
end analytical methods. “In this field 
of research, creating well curated 
databases and sample collections is 
crucial,” Linster says: “And it is even 
more crucial, to then connect them to 
experts familiar with the knowledge 
that is being gained around the globe.”  
 
A collaboration of all relevant partners 
in Luxembourg to create such a central 
repository would be a breakthrough for 
Linster: “It could help the physicians 
treating patients with rare diseases. 
They would know who they can turn 
to and we could significantly shorten 
the currently very painful odyssey 
for patients and their families to 
get diagnosed and in the best cases 
helped.”
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WebEx, as well as a few virtual game 
nights, also helped to keep the LCSB 
spirit alive throughout 2020.

• • •

Espoir-en-Tête supports 
two projects on brain diseases
Espoir-en-Tête, an initiative of the 
Rotary Clubs of Luxembourg, raises 
money by organising exceptional 
screenings in cinemas. In 2020, 
50,000 euros were donated for research 
on brain diseases in Luxembourg. 
The funds will support two research 
projects involving LCSB researchers. 
MCI-BIOME, co-funded by the IAS, 
aims to better understand the links 
between socioeconomic factors, 
changes in the gut microbiome and 
Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) leading 
to dementia. It is based on a unique 
interdisciplinary collaboration between 
professors Paul Wilmes, Rejko Krüger 
and Anja Leist. The second project, led 
by Prof. Michel Mittelbronn, focuses on 
glioblastoma, the most aggressive and 
treatment-resistant of all primary brain 
tumors. The objective: understanding 

Three new professorships
Principal investigators in charge 
of three of the research groups 
at the LCSB were either promoted 
or officially recruited as professors 
in 2020: Assistant Prof. Carole 
Linster, Associate Prof. Alexander 
Skupin and Prof. Paul Wilmes. 
Congratulations!

• • •

LCSB participates in new DTUs
As part of its PRIDE programme, 
the Luxembourg National Research 
Fund (FNR) funded new Doctoral 
Trainings Units (DTU) in 2020. The 
LCSB participates in ACTIVE and 
i2TRON, which will train a grand total 
of 28 PhD students across different 
institutions. ACTIVE stands for 
“Active phenomena across scales 
in biological systems”. It will 
strengthen the ongoing collaboration 
between physicists and biologists 
in Luxembourg. i2TRON, short for 
“Integrating immune strategies for 
translational research in oncology 
and neurology”, will contribute to the 

development of translational research 
in the country.

• • •

Settling in Rouden Eck
At the beginning of October 2020, the 
Bioinformatics Core, the Biomedical 
Data Science group and Jochen 
Schneider, principal investigator of the 
Medical Translational Research group, 
moved their offices from Ketterthilll 
(KT4) to the fourth and fifth floors 
of Rouden Eck. Adjacent to BT2, this 
brand-new building offers additional 
space for the teams and a meeting 
room available to all.

• • •

A giant brain sculpture in  
front of Biotech II
At the end of the exhibition “Mind the 
Brain”, organised in 2019 to mark the 
10th anniversary of the centre, the 
LCSB purchased the sculpture painted 
by artist Eric Mangen. This giant and 
flamboyant brain, representing epilepsy, 
was installed in front of the BT2 building 
and inaugurated in September 2020, 

in the presence of the artist and the 
mayor of Sanem. “It makes me really 
happy to see this sculpture in front of 
our building” commented Prof. Rudi 
Balling, director of the LCSB. “Not only 
for its design and flashy colors but also 
for what it represents. It conveys so 
well what the LCSB is all about: finding 
creative solutions to complex problems.”

• • •

Online lecture series to keep 
in touch during lockdown
As many of our staff spent most of 
the year working from home, the LCSB 
developed online activities to promote 
interactions between colleagues and 
to strengthen the link with our alumni. 
In the “Science4Everyone” series, 
researchers explain their work in 
non-specialist terms, bringing science 
to co-workers from another field or 
from administrative teams. In another 
lecture series, LCSB alumni share 
their experience and highlight possible 
career options for young researchers. 
Frequent newsletters, weekly team 
meetings and COVID-19 updates on 

the mechanisms underlying the pro-
tumoral behavior of the brain immune 
system.

• • •

ELIXIR-LU involved in 
Beyond 1+Million Genomes
Launched in 2020, the European 
project “Beyond One Million 
Genomes” (B1MG) will support the 
implementation of the 1+ Million 
Genomes initiative: a declaration of 
cooperation “towards access to at 
least 1 million sequenced genomes in 
the EU by 2022”, to ultimately improve 
disease prevention, personalised 
treatment and clinical research. 
ELIXIR Luxembourg - hosted by the 
LCSB - plays a major role in B1MG. 
The team leads the work package for 
the establishment of a legal, ethical 
and socially acceptable framework 
for secure sharing of genomics 
data across Europe. ELIXIR-LU also 
contributes to the development of a 
federated, cross-border infrastructure 
for optimal interoperability of clinical 
and genomics data.

Several strategic European 
grants for the LCSB
In 2020, 14 research projects involving 
the LCSB received European funding, 
among which several are strategically 
relevant. The LCSB will for example 
contribute to PerMedCoE, a centre 
of excellence in exascale computing 
launched to provide an efficient and 
sustainable infrastructure to support 
the development of personalised 
medicine. The LCSB also participates 
in PROSPECTOMICS, another Horizon 
2020 project aiming to develop a new 
approach to hydrocarbon prospecting 
based on molecular biological techniques 
such as next-generation sequencing. 
Lastly, the EU Joint Programme – 
Neurodegenerative Disease Research 
(JPND), with co-funding from the 
FNR, supports a new project led by 
LCSB researchers: patient-specific 
dynamical modeling and optimisation of 
Deep Brain Stimulation (DynaSti). The 
objective is to enhance the outcome of 
Deep Brain Stimulation in Parkinson’s 
disease through a model-based 
patient-specific calculation.

Highlights of 2020
Short stories from the LCSB
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WHAT CAN I 

DO NEXT?

The Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine (LCSB) is organising a lecture 

series to help researchers discover different careers opportunities. The speakers are 

LCSB alumni & staff who started their career as researchers and followed different 

paths either in research or in other sectors. 

Tue. 29 September 2020 | 4-5 PM | Online* 

Money for Research, Finding, getting and managing it well

Linda Ebermann, Simone Witzmann  and  Teresa Martins

Research Facilitators, Luxembourg Centre for System Biomedicine, University of 
Luxembourg

* Webex.com | Event number: 63 043 3916 | Password: DigitalLCSB

Tue. 27 October 2020 | 4-5 PM | Online

My Journey in Data Science

Anna Androsova

Senior Data Scientist, Swiss Data Science Center, ETH Zurich

Tue. 24 November 2020 | 4-5 PM | Online

From Researcher to Regulator: My Path to the Canadian Public Service

Kenneth Ellens

Plant Biosafety Policy Specialist, Canadian Food Inspection Agency

Tue. 15 December 2020 | 4-5 PM | Online
Pranjul Shah

Incubator Manager, University of Luxembourg

LECTURE SERIES
CAREER OPTIONS FOR RESEARCHERS
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National grants in 2020

26+14+5+21+349+78+8+5
Private
Foundations
Corporate
Associations

Fundraising 

Donors

Parkinson’s research
Rare disease research
Alzheimer’s research
Education
COVID research

 

Cause
9%

78%

5%

5%

34%

8%

21%

66+24+4+2+1+2+1 72+23+2+1+1+1
FACTS AND FIGURES

2020 LCSB income (in kEUR) 2020 LCSB expenses (in kEUR)

16,755 (66.2%)

6,098 (24.1%)

995 (3.9%)

265 (1.1%)

Wages
Operating expenses**
Investments
Travel
Representation and registration
Sub-contracting

17,286 (72.4%)

5,770 (24.1%)

422 (1.8%)

9 (0.04%)

240 (1%)

University of Luxembourg 
Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR)
EU programmes
Further grants*
Ministries
Fundraising
Industry cooperation

528 (2.1%)

608 (2.4%)

61 (0.2%)

* These figures do not reflect a debit amount of 285 kEUR related to bookings from 2018 and 2019.

** These figures do not reflect a debit amount of 285 kEUR related to bookings from 2018 and 2019.

26%

14%

Project acronym Programme LCSB responsible(s) Project coordinator (if applicable)
dHealthPD FNR PEARL Jochen Klucken
i2TRON DTU FNR PRIDE Anne Grünewald, Jens Schwamborn, Paul Wilmes, 

Reinhard Schneider
Rejko Krüger, LIH

ACTIVE DTU FNR PRIDE Alexander Skupin, Carole Linster, Jorge Gonçalves Massimiliano Esposito, FSTM
Neuroflame FNR CORE Junior Carmen Venegas Maldonado
RareCom FNR CORE Carole Linster, Anne Grünewald
MoveSenseAI FNR BRIDGES Jorge Gonçalves, Andreas Husch Frank Hertel, CHL
SpacePD FNR BRIDGES Jens Schwamborn
POPP-E FNR JUMP Pathfinder Graham Robertson
CON-VINCE FNR COVID-19 with Losch Foundation Rejko Krüger, Reinhard Schneider, Paul Wilmes Rejko Krüger, LIH
Predi-COVID FNR COVID-19 with Losch Foundation Paul Wilmes Guy Fagherazzi and Markus Ollert, LIH
AICovIX FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Andreas Husch
CO-INFECTOMIC FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Paul Wilmes
Co-PhyloDyn FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Patrick May
CoLiBri FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Venkata Satagopam Mohammad Ghoniem, LIST
CORONASTEP+ FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Paul Wilmes Leslie Orgozaly, LIST
COVlit FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Reinhard Schneider
CovScreen FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Enrico Glaab
FunBiome FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Paul Wilmes Mahesh Desai, LIH
HKG4COVID FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Venkata Satagopam Cedric Pruski, LIST
MODVid FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Jorge Gonçalves, Alexander Skupin Frédéric Docquier, LISER
PREVID FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Jorge Gonçalves
SysBioCOVID19 FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Antonio del Sol
UCoVis FNR COVID-19 Fast Track Aymeric Fouqier D'Hérouël
CLINNOVA 2.0 FNR INITIATE Reinhard Schneider Ulf Nehrbass, LIH
Losch Centre FNR INITIATE Carole Linster
CrimTyp UL IAS Audacity Patrick May Silvia Allegrezza, FDEF
IDAE UL IAS Audacity Alexander Skupin, Carole Linster, Jorge Gonçalves
LuxTime UL IAS Audacity Emma Schymanski Andreas Fickers, C2DH
MCI-BIOME UL IAS Audacity Paul Wilmes, Rejko Krüger

Project acronym Programme LCSB responsible(s) Project coordinator 
B1MG H2020 Societal Challenges Regina Becker Serena Scollen, ELIXIR-Hub
COVIRNA H2020 Societal Challenges Reinhard Schneider Yvan Devaux, LIH, Luxembourg
HealthyCloud H2020 Societal Challenges Reinhard Schneider Juan Gonzalez, IACS, Spain
Orchestra H2020 Societal Challenges Rejko Krüger Evelina Tacconelli, Universita degli Studi di Verona, Italy 
PerMedCoE H2020 Infrastructures Reinhard Schneider Alfonso Valencia, Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Spain
PROSPECTOMICS H2020 FET-OPEN Paul Wilmes Jens Kallmeyer, Helmholtz Zentrum Potsdam Deutsches 

Geoforschungszentrum, Germany
CHARLIE EJP-RD (FNR INTER) Carole Linster Clara van Karnebeek, Stichting Radboud universitair medisch 

centrum (SKU), The Netherlands
CureMILS EJP-RD (FNR INTER) Antonio del Sol Alessandro Prigione, Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Germany
DIGIPD ERA PerMed (FNR INTER) Enrico Glaab Holger Fröhlich, Fraunhofer SCAI, Germany
TIPS ERA PerMed (FNR INTER) Antonio del Sol Catharina Schuetz, Technische Universität Dresden, Germany
DynaSti JPND (FNR INTER) Jorge Gonçalves, Andreas 

Husch, Frank Hertel (CHL)
Andreas Horn, Charité - University Medicine Berlin, Germany

ReDiRECt EUROSTARS (FNR INTER) Reinhard Schneider Harald Mischak, Mosaiques Diagnostics, Germany
PDage FWF International Programme (FNR INTER) Jens Schwamborn Frank Edenhofer, University of Innsbruck, Austria
ProtectMove II DFG Research Unit (FNR INTER) Anne Grünewald, Patrick 

May, Emma Schymanski
Christine Klein, University of Lübeck, Germany

European grants in 2020

Project acronym Programme LCSB responsible(s) Project coordinator 
MiBiPa Saliva Parkinson's Foundation Trailblazer Award Paul Wilmes
Brain-Periphery Interactions 
in Prodromal PD

Healthy Brains, Healthy Lives International 
Partnerships Program

Rejko Krüger, Jens Schwamborn, 
Paul Wilmes

Edward Fon and Julien Doyon, 
McGill University, Canada 

International grants in 2020

157 (0.66%)
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LCSB organigram

Safety
• Safety & biosafety
• Quality assurance & SOPs

Infrastructure
(N. Bonjean)

Equipment
• Instrument care & purchase
• Technology platforms

Logistics
• Laboratory supplies
• Sample shipment
• Technical support

Infrastructure
• Facility management  

& development
• Lab coordination

Operations
(A. Vogler)

Communication
• External & internal  

communication
• Event management

Finance & Grants
• Budget planning,  

reporting & control
• Grants services

Fundraising
• Donor acquisitions 

& management
• Charity events

Shared UL Functions °
• HR, IP, DPO, Fundraising, etc

Innovation & Partnering
• Business development & legal
• Technology transfer

Management & Strategy
• Secretariat
• Strategic planning
• Process management

Scienteens Lab
• Curriculum development
• Outreach to schools

Research Strategy
(F. Meisch)

Director’s office
• Personal assistant
• Scientific officer

LCSB Director
(R. Balling)

Scientific central services

Animal facilities 
Aquatics & Rodents

(E. Williams)

Bioinformatics 
services

(R. Schneider)

Imaging
(A. Skupin)

Metabolomics
(C. Linster)

Sequencing
(P. Wilmes)

Experimental groups Medical groups Computational groups Scientific services Support groups

* in cooperation with CHL
** in cooperation with LNS & LIH
*** in cooperation with CHL & LIH
° in cooperation with responsible 

UL department

Scientific advisory board 

Participants 

Ron Appel
Professor of proteomics and bioinformatics at the University of Geneva, 
Executive Director of the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics, Geneva, Switzerland

Erwin Böttinger
Head of Digital Health Center at the Digital Engineering Faculty of the Hasso Plattner Institute (HPI)  
and the University of Potsdam, Germany

Katrina Bramsted Secretary General at the Luxembourg Agency for Research Integrity

Adriano Henney Secretary General of Avicenna Alliance for Predictive Medicine, Tytherington, UK

Maria Grazia Spillantini Professor of Molecular Neurology in the Clinical School of the University of Cambridge, UK

Olaf Wolkenhauer Head of the Department of Systems Biology & Bioinformatics of the University of Rostock, Germany 

Key performance indicators

Personnel

Research groups: 16 

PEARL (active): 1

ATTRACT (active): 2

ERC (active): 1

Total staff: 256

Externally funded staff: 128

PhD students: 60

Nationalities: 50

External competitive funding °

Total: 99.5 M EUR

Fundraising °

Total: 5.2 M EUR

Collaborations 

Collaborative projects active in 2020: >530

Industrial partners in active projects: 70

Publications

Total publications: 162

Publications IF>10: 36

Publications in 25% best of field: 72%*

Open Access (OA) Publications: 80%

Publications in OA journals: 50%

Cumulative number of publications°: 1058

Innovation

Patents: 29 °

Proof of concept: 8 (total 3.6 M EUR) °

Spin-offs active: 5

° cumulative (2009-2020)

* based on WoS

Interventional Neuroscience
(F. Hertel*)

Developmental & Cellular Biology
(J. Schwamborn)

Enviromental Cheminformatics
(E. Schymanski)

ELIXIR-LU
(R. Schneider)

Computational Biology
(A. del Sol)

Eco-Systems Biology
(P. Wilmes)

Enzymology & Metabolism
(C. Linster)

Medical Translational Research
(J. Schneider)

Integrative Cell Signalling
(A. Skupin)

Systems Control
(J. Gonçalves)

Bioinformatics Core
(R. Schneider)

Biomedical Data Science
(E. Glaab)

Clinical & Experimental Neuroscience
(R. Krüger***)

Molecular & Functional Neurobiology
(A. Grünewald)

Neuropathology
(M. Mittelbronn**)

Gene Expression & Metabolism
(E. Williams)

Immunology & Genetics
(D. Brenner)

f back to table of contents
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76+3+4+2+14+1

USA 
61 projects (6*)

Canada 
4 projects (1*)

Argentina
2 projects (1*)

Brazil
3 projects (1*)

LCSB collaborations

Germany  
120 projects (16*)

Estonia 
2 projects*

Faroe Islands
1 project* Norway 

10 projects (5*)

Israel 
6 projects (1*)

Finland  
6 projects (2*)

Greece 
6 projects (3*)

Italy
14 projects (5*)

Sweden
8 projects (2*)

Luxembourg 
178 projects (8*)

India 
2 projects (1*)

China  
3 projects (1*)

Russia 
3 projects (1*)

Japan 
11 projects (1*)

Taiwan
2 projects

UK 
30 projects (9*)

France 
20 projects (6*)

Spain
14 projects (4*)

Portugal
4 projects (1*) 

Poland  
2 projects (1*)

Netherlands 
28 projects (9*)

Denmark
10 projects (4*)

Belgium
15 projects (7*)

Switzerland
18 projects (4*)

Austria  
7 projects (4*)

Hungary 
3 projects (2*)

* Project within a 
multinational consortium

Ireland
7 projects (3*)

New Zealand 
1 project*

Australia 
11 projects (3*) 

Awards 2020

Award Name

FNR Award - Outstanding Scientific Publication Carole Linster, Nicole Paczia, Julia Becker-Kettern, Jean-François Conrotte 
and Daniel Kay

FNR Award - Outstanding Promotion of Science to the Public Sophie Wagner, Sabine Schmitz, Ruxandra Soare-Lelubre, Lucie Debroux, 
Lisa Smits and Philippe Lamesch

Three Minute Thesis competition (3MT) - 1st place and People’s Choice Kobi Wasner

Three Minute Thesis competition (3MT) - 2nd place Sònia Sabaté Soler

Three Minute Thesis competition (3MT) - 3rd place Laure Pauly

MEDIC machine learning challenge - Top 3 Enrico Glaab

Pharmabiotics 2020 Young Investigator Award Kacy Greenhalgh

2020 Metabolites Best Paper Award Emma Schymanski

ISME Microbial Ecology Summit - Poster prize Susheel Busi

Start-up Stories 2020 (Round 3) NIUM (spin-off of the LCSB)

Staff categories 2020

46+16+23+15117 (46%)

38 (15%)

60 (23%)
Researcher

Management & Admin

PhD student

Technician41 (16%)

Slovakia  
1 project*

Czech Republik 
1 project*

Cyprus
1 project

Staff origins

76%

14%

3%

4%

2.6%

Europe
Africa
North America
South America
Asia
Oceania

0.4%

78+7+10+5 422 (78%)
54 (10%)

26 (5%)

Collaboration partners

36 (7%)

Academic

Mixed

Industry

Hospital

Belarus 
1 project

Peru
1 project*

Korea
1 project*

Singapore
1 project*

Nigeria
1 project*

South Africa
1 project*
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PUBLICATIONS 2020
Books

1. Matthias Ganzinger, Enrico Glaab, Jules 
Kerssemakers, Sven Nahnsen, Ulrich Sax, 
Nadine Sarah Scha, Matthieu-P Schapranow, 
Thorsten Tiede. “Biomedical and Clinical 
Research Data Management”, Systems 
Medicine - Integrative, Qualitative and 
Computational Approaches, 10.1016/B978-0-
12-801238-3.11621-6

Conference Proceedings

1. Johan Markdahl. “Consensus seeking 
gradient descent flows on boundaries of 
convex sets”, Proceedings of the American 
Control Conference, 2020-July - 830-835, 
10.23919/ACC45564.2020.9147648

2. Hoang Nguyen, Peter Banda, Darko 
Stefanovic, Christof Teuscher. “Reservoir 
Computing with Random Chemical Systems”, 
Artificial Life Conference Proceedings, The MIT 
PressJournals, (32) - 10.1162/isal_a_00324

3. Atte Aalto, Jorge Gonçalves. “Linear 
system identification from ensemble 
snapshot observations”, Proceedings of the 
IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, 
2019-December - 7554-7559, 10.1109/
CDC40024.2019.9029334

Peer-reviewed articles

1. Andrea B Schote, Florian Schiel, Benedikt 
Schmitt, Ulrike Winnikes, Nicole Frank, 
Katharina Gross, Marie-Anne Croye, Ernesto 
Tarragon, Adam Bekhit, Dheeraj Reddy 
Bobbili, Patrick May, Christoph Schick, 
Jobst Meyer. “Genome-wide linkage analysis 
of families with primary hyperhidrosis.”, Plos 
One, 15 - (12) - e0244565, 10.1371/journal.
pone.0244565

2. Camille Martin-Gallausiaux, Antoine 
Malabirade, Janine Habier, Paul Wilmes. 
“Fusobacterium nucleatum Extracellular 
Vesicles Modulate Gut Epithelial Cell Innate 
Immunity via FomA and TLR2.”, Frontiers 
in Immunology, 11 - 583644, 10.3389/
fimmu.2020.583644

3. Claire Pauly, Valerie Schröder, Laure 
Pauly, Rejko Krüger, Anja Leist. “Mental 
Health Impact of the Confinement Measures 
During the COVID-19 Pandemic.”, Innovation 
in Aging, 4 - (Suppl 1) - 952, 10.1093/geroni/
igaa057.3484

4. Wei Gu, Samiul Hasan, Philippe Rocca-
Serra, Venkata P Satagopam. “Road to 
effective data curation for translational 
research.”, Drug Discovery Today, 10.1016/j.
drudis.2020.12.007

5. Alexander Mazein, Olga Ivanova, Irina 
Balaur, Marek Ostaszewski, Valeriya 
Berzhitskaya, Tatiana Serebriyskaya, Thomas 
Ligon, Jan Hasenauer, Bertrand De Meulder, 
Rupert W Overall, Ludovic Roy, Richard 
G Knowles, Craig E Wheelock, Sven-Erik 
Dahlen, Kian Fan Chung, Ian M Adcock, 
Graham Roberts, Ratko Djukanovic, Johann 
Pellet, Piotr Gawron, Rudi Balling, Anke H 
Maitland-van der Zee, Reinhard Schneider, 
Peter J Sterk, Charles Auffray, U-BIOPRED 
Study group and the eTRIKS Consortium. 
“AsthmaMap: an interactive knowledge 
repository for mechanisms of asthma.”, 
Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, 
10.1016/j.jaci.2020.11.032

6. Federica Bono, Veronica Mutti, 
Paola Devoto, Silvia Bolognin, Jens C 
Schwamborn, Cristina Missale, Chiara 
Fiorentini. “Impaired dopamine D3 and 
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor membrane 
localization in iPSCs-derived dopaminergic 
neurons from two Parkinson‘s disease 
patients carrying the LRRK2 G2019S 
mutation.”, Neurobiology of Aging, 99 - 65-78, 
10.1016/j.neurobiolaging.2020.12.001

7. Zuogong Yue, Johan Thunberg, Lennart 
Ljung, Ye Yuan, Jorge Gonçalves. “System 
Aliasing in Dynamic Network Reconstruction: 
Issues on Low Sampling Frequencies”, IEEE 
Transactions on Automatic Control, 10.1109/
TAC.2020.3042487

8. Sebastian Kohler, Michael Gargano, 
Nicolas Matentzoglu, Leigh C Carmody, David 
Lewis-Smith, Nicole A Vasilevsky, Daniel 
Danis, Ganna Balagura, Gareth Baynam, Amy 
M Brower, Tiffany J Callahan, Christopher G 
Chute, Johanna L Est, Peter D Galer, Shiva 
Ganesan, Matthias Griese, Matthias Haimel, 
Julia Pazmandi, Marc Hanauer, Nomi L Harris, 
Michael J Hartnett, Maximilian Hastreiter, 
Fabian Hauck, Yongqun He, Tim Jeske, Hugh 
Kearney, Gerhard Kindle, Christoph Klein, 
Katrin Knoflach, Roland Krause, David 
Lagorce, Julie A McMurry, Jillian A Miller, 
Monica C Munoz-Torres, Rebecca L Peters, 
Christina K Rapp, Ana M Rath, Shahmir A Rind, 
Avi Z Rosenberg, Michael M Segal, Markus G 
Seidel, Damian Smedley, Tomer Talmy, Yarlalu 
Thomas, Samuel A Wiafe, Julie Xian, Zafer 
Yuksel, Ingo Helbig, Christopher J Mungall, 
Melissa A Haendel, Peter N Robinson. “The 
Human Phenotype Ontology in 2021.”, Nucleic 
Acids Research, 49 - (D1) - D1207-17, 10.1093/
nar/gkaa1043

9. Isabel Fernandes Arroteia, Andreas 
Husch, Mehri Baniasadi, Frank Hertel. 
“Impressive weight gain after deep brain 
stimulation of nucleus accumbens in 
treatment-resistant bulimic anorexia 
nervosa.”, BMJ Case Reports, 13 - (11) - 
10.1136/bcr-2020-239316

10. Ye Yuan, Chuan Sun, Xiuchuan Tang, Cheng 
Cheng, Laurent Mombaerts, Maolin Wang, 
Tao Hu, Chenyu Sun, Yuqi Guo, Xiuting Li, Hui 
Xu, Tongxin Ren, Yang Xiao, Yaru Xiao, Hongling 
Zhu, Honghan Wu, Kezhi Li, Chuming Chen, 
Yingxia Liu, Zhichao Liang, Zhiguo Cao, Hai-
Tao Zhang, Ioannis Ch Paschaldis, Quanying 
Liu, Jorge Gonçalves, Qiang Zhong, Li Yan. 
“Development and Validation of a Prognostic 
Risk Score System for COVID-19 Inpatients: A 
Multi-Center Retrospective Study in China.”, 
Engineering, 10.1016/j.eng.2020.10.013

11. Mei-Hwa Lee, James L Thomas, Zi-Lin 
Su, Wen-Kuan Yeh, Anna S Monzel, Silvia 
Bolognin, Jens C Schwamborn, Chien-Hsin 
Yang, Hung-Yin Lin. “Epitope imprinting of 
alpha-synuclein for sensing in Parkinson‘s 
brain organoid culture medium.”, Biosensors 
& Bioelectronics, 175 - 112852, 10.1016/j.
bios.2020.112852

12. Karim Hayoun, Emilie Geersens, 
Cedric C Laczny, Rashi Halder, Carmen 
Lazaro Sanchez, Abhijit Manna, Françoise 
Bringel, Michael Ryckelynck, Paul Wilmes, 
Emilie E L Muller, Beatrice Alpha-Bazin, 
Jean Armengaud, Stephane Vuilleumier. 
“Dichloromethane Degradation Pathway 
from Unsequenced Hyphomicrobium sp. 
MC8b Rapidly Explored by Pan-Proteomics.”, 
Microorganisms, 8 - (12) - 1-16, 10.3390/
microorganisms8121876

13. Varun Paul, Yogaraj Banerjee, Prosenjit 
Ghosh, Susheel Bhanu Busi. “Depthwise 
microbiome and isotopic profiling of a 
moderately saline microbial mat in a solar 
saltern.”, Scientific Reports, 10 - (1) - 20686, 
10.1038/s41598-020-77622-w

14. Rene Peter Bremm, Klaus Peter 
Koch, Rejko Krüger, Frank Hertel, Jorge 
Gonçalves. “A rule-based expert system 
for real-time feedback-control in deep 
brain stimulation”, Current Directions In 
Biomedical Engineering, 6 - (3) - 10.1515/
cdbme-2020-3027

15. Ramita Dewan, Ruth Chia, Jinhui Ding, 
Richard A Hickman, Thor D Stein, Yevgeniya 
Abramzon, Sarah Ahmed, Marya S Sabir, 
Makayla K Portley, Arianna Tucci, Kristina 
Ibanez, F N U Shankaracharya, Pamela Keagle, 
Giacomina Rossi, Paola Caroppo, Fabrizio 
Tagliavini, Maria L Waldo, Per M Johansson, 
Christer F Nilsson, James B Rowe, Luisa 
Benussi, Giuliano Binetti, Roberta Ghidoni, 
Edwin Jabbari, Coralie Viollet, Jonathan D 
Glass, Andrew B Singleton, Vincenzo Silani, 
Owen A Ross, Mina Ryten, Ali Torkamani, 
Toshiko Tanaka, Luigi Ferrucci, Susan M 
Resnick, Stuart Pickering-Brown, Christopher 
B Brady, Neil Kowal, John A Hardy, Vivianna 
Van Deerlin, Jean Paul Vonsattel, Matthew 
B Harms, Huw R Morris, Raffaele Ferrari, 

John E Landers, Adriano Chio, J Raphael 
Gibbs, Clifton L Dalgard, Sonja W Scholz, 
Bryan J Traynor, American Genome Center 
(TAGC), FALS Sequencing Consortium, 
Genomics England Research Consortium, 
International ALS/FTD Genomics Consortium 
(iAFGC), International FTD Genetics 
Consortium (IFGC), International LBD 
Genomics Consortium (iLBDGC), NYGC 
ALS Consortium, PROSPECT Consortium. 
“Pathogenic Huntingtin Repeat Expansions 
in Patients with Frontotemporal Dementia 
and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis.”, Neuron, 
10.1016/j.neuron.2020.11.005

16. Tobias Fehlmann, Benoit Lehallier, Nicholas 
Schaum, Oliver Hahn, Mustafa Kahraman, 
Yongping Li, Nadja Grammes, Lars Geffers, 
Christina Backes, Rudi Balling, Fabian Kern, 
Rejko Krüger, Frank Lammert, Nicole Ludwig, 
Benjamin Meder, Bastian Fromm, Walter 
Maetzler, Daniela Berg, Kathrin Brockmann, 
Christian Deuschle, Anna-Katharina von 
Thaler, Gerhard W Eschweiler, Sofiya 
Milman, Nir Barziliai, Matthias Reichert, Tony 
Wyss-Coray, Eckart Meese, Andreas Keller. 
“Common diseases alter the physiological 
age-related blood microRNA profile.”, Nature 
Communications, 11 - (1) - 5958, 10.1038/
s41467-020-19665-1

17. Zuogong Yue, Johan Thunberg, Wei Pan, 
Lennart Ljung, Jorge Gonçalves. “Dynamic 
network reconstruction from heterogeneous 
datasets”, Automatica, 123 - 10.1016/j.
automatica.2020.109339

18. Tyler J Kohler, Hannes Peter, Stilianos 
Fodelianakis, Paraskevi Pramateftaki, Michail 
Styllas, Matteo Tolosano, Vincent de Staercke, 
Martina Schön, Susheel Bhanu Busi, Paul 
Wilmes, Alex Washburne, Tom J Battin. 
“Patterns and Drivers of Extracellular Enzyme 
Activity in New Zealand Glacier-Fed Streams.”, 
Frontiers in Microbiology, 11 - 591465, 
10.3389/fmicb.2020.591465

19. Alberto Celma, Juan V Sancho, Emma L 
Schymanski, David Fabregat-Safont, Maria 
Ibanez, Jeff Goshawk, Gitte Barknowitz, Felix 
Hernandez, Lubertus Bijlsma. “Improving 
Target and Suspect Screening High-
Resolution Mass Spectrometry Workflows 
in Environmental Analysis by Ion Mobility 
Separation.”, Environmental Science & 
Technology, 54 - (23) - 15120-15131, 10.1021/
acs.est.0c05713

20. Miroslav Kratochvil, Oliver Hunewald, 
Laurent Heirendt, Vasco Verissimo, 
Jiri Vondrasek, Venkata P Satagopam, 
Reinhard Schneider, Christophe Trefois, 
Markus Ollert. “GigaSOM.jl: High-performance 
clustering and visualization of huge cytometry 
datasets.”, Gigascience, 9 - (11) - 1-8, 10.1093/
gigascience/giaa127

21. Christine Bus, Laimdota Zizmare, Marita 
Feldkaemper, Sven Geisler, Maria Zarani, 
Anna Schaedler, Franziska Klose, Jakob 
Admard, Craig J Mageean, Giuseppe Arena, 
Petra Fallier-Becker, Aslihan Ugun-Klusek, 
Klaudia K Maruszczak, Konstantina Kapolou, 
Benjamin Schmid, Doron Rapaport, Marius 
Ueffing, Nicolas Casadei, Rejko Krüger, 
Thomas Gasser, Daniela M Vogt Weisenhorn, 
Philipp J Kahle, Christoph Trautwein, Christian 
J Gloeckner, Julia C Fitzgerald. “Human 
Dopaminergic Neurons Lacking PINK1 Exhibit 
Disrupted Dopamine Metabolism Related to 
Vitamin B6 Co-Factors.”, iScience, 23 - (12) - 
101797, 10.1016/j.isci.2020.101797

22. Masayoshi Kano, Masashi Takanashi, 
Genko Oyama, Asako Yoritaka, Taku Hatano, 
Kahori Shiba-Fukushima, Makiko Nagai, 
Kazutoshi Nishiyama, Kazuko Hasegawa, 
Tsuyoshi Inoshita, Kei-ichi Ishikawa, Wado 
Akamatsu, Yuzuru Imai, Silvia Bolognin, Jens 
Christian Schwamborn, Nobutaka Hattori. 
“Reduced astrocytic reactivity in human 
brains and midbrain organoids with PRKN 
mutations.”, npj Parkinsons Disease, 6 - (1) - 
33, 10.1038/s41531-020-00137-8

23. Marcus Ludwig, Corey D Broeckling, 
Pieter C Dorrestein, Kai Duhrkop, Emma 
L Schymanski, Sebastian Bocker, Louis-
Felix Nothias. “Studying Charge Migration 
Fragmentation of Sodiated Precursor Ions in 
Collision-Induced Dissociation at the Library 
Scale.”, Journal Of The American Society 
for Mass Spectrometry, 32 - (1) - 180-186, 
10.1021/jasms.0c00240

24. Massimiliano Zanin, Bruno F R Santos, 
Paul M A Antony, Clara Berenguer-
Escuder, Simone B Larsen, Zoe Hanss, 
Peter A Barbuti, Aidos S Baumuratov, 
Dajana Grossmann, Christophe M Capelle, 
Joseph Weber, Rudi Balling, Markus Ollert, 
Rejko Krüger, Nico J Diederich, Feng Q He. 
“Mitochondria interaction networks show 
altered topological patterns in Parkinson‘s 
disease.”, npj Systems Biology and 
Applications, 6 - (1) - 38, 10.1038/s41540-020-
00156-4

25. Daniele Proverbio, Luca Gallo, Barbara 
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